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Sunday wreck
claims Kirksey
teenager's life
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Kirksey teenager died when
her pickup truck hit the back of a
tractor-trailer Sunday evening on
U.S. 641 North.
Meagan J. Parrish, 18, was driving a black 1993 Nissan pickup
truck north on U. 641 North
behind a tractor-trailer in the inside
lane at 7:13 p.m. Sunday, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Police said Parrish did not notice
the tractor-trailer, which was driven
by Lorenzo Gonzalez, 49, of
Loredo, Texas, slowing to turn left
into the BP gas station and her pickup truck struck the back of the trail-

Fun in the Sun at the 2004 Douglass Reunion

er.
Calloway County Coroner Mike
Garland pronounced Parrish dead at
8 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital emergency room,
where she was transported from the
collision site.
An autopsy is scheduled to be
performed this morning at the state
medical examiner's officer in
Madisonville, Garland said.
A passenger in Parrish's pickup
truck — Adam Scott, 22, of Murray
— was also transported to the hospital, where he remains in stable
condition, a hospital spokeswoman
said this morning.
MPD officers are continuing to
investigate the collision.

ERIC WALKER/
Ledger & Times photos

A tight play at third base
highlighted action during
Saturday's 2004 Douglass
Reunion softball game with
the Morganfield, Ky., Job
Corps team. Third baseman
of
Thomas
Reggie
Lexington, Ky., looks for the
out call, as does pitcher
Thurman Foster, during the
first game at the ballfield at
Chestnut Park. Across
Payne Street. youngsters
were enjoying the sun with
relay games. At right,
•
Amberlee Perry, left, took
first place in the 50 yard
dash, followed by Cyra
Perry, right, and a tie at third
between Jessica Schroader,
center, and Jada Todd, not
pictured. The games were
only a part of the weekend
Douglass event, that included a memorial service and
Red
and
Blue, White
Banquet.
AP Photo

Vivian Melvin pauses while searching for personal items among
the wreckage of her horn* on the outskirts of Punta Gorda, Fla.
Sunday.

Residents, businesses
assess, repair as they
try to get their basics
By The Associated Press
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. (AP)•
— Gerard Campanella stared at the
shell of his bicycle shop Sunday and
wondered what would become of
his six employees. Then he remembered that this shop was his life, and
wondered what would become 'of
him.
"I spend more time here than I do
house," Campanella said as he
my
at
stared at the blown out windows and
the collapsed ceiling covering his
scooters. bikes and four-wheelers.
"I'm probably going to have to get a
job. I don't know."
As Sunday dawned and the 6

s Local Red Cross representatives reach
Florida to provide help.
— See Page 2

+

a.m. curfew expired, the people of
Charlotte County were waking from
the nightmare of Hurricane Charley
and facing the realities of a long slog
ahead in a community where the
most basic amenities seemed like a
distant memory.
Walt Myers sat on a low garden
wall, the orange patina of Salvation
Army vegetable soup staining his

Kentucky tries to stave off lottery losses
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— With
record-smashing sales for two
straight years, these should be heady
times for the Kentucky Lottery.
Even as lottery officials
announced Thursday that a record
$193.5 million in proceeds were
turned over to the state last fiscal
year, there was no time for celebration. Officials are too busy trying to
stave off expected • losses to
Tennessee and its lottery that
debuted this year.
For years, the Kentucky Lottery
reaped a windfall from Tennesseans
who crossed the border to play the
numbers games, accounting for
about one-fifth of Powerball sales in
Kentucky.
Now,Tennesseans can stay home
to play Powerball — the multistate
game that sometimes offers gargantuan jackpots. That trend is expected
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In Franklin, just north of the
Tennessee border, lottery sales at
Lotto Land are off about 50 percent,
said manager Jeff Milam.
Tennesseans used to make up
about 80 percent of hi% customers,
Milam said in a phone interview.
Some loyal customers still cross the
border to buy lottery tickets along
with groceries and gas, he said.
Milam said he's had to cut back
hours for some store employees.
But he's hopeful for a turnaround
in sales — pinning that partly on a
new online game being introduced
by the Kentucky Lottery this month.
It's modeled after the game tic-tactoe.
"When the new game comes,
(we'll)just hang in there and see if
that will soften the blow any," he
said.
The game, called Tic Tac Cash,
will debut Aug. 30. The object is to

IN See Page 2
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to become a drag on the Kentucky
Lottery's bottom line.
I expect it will take
The Kentucky Lottery expects
$60
about
overall sales to drop by
us a couple ... years to
million in the current fiscal year,
get hopefully back to
largely because of competition
along the southern border, said Arch
where we were this year.
Gleason, the lottery's president and
CEO.
"It's going to be difficult to
— Arch Gleason
replace: Gleason said. "I expect it
Kentucky Lottery
will take us a couple ... years to get
hopefully back to where we were
president/CEO
this year."
The lottery projects overall sales ,fall by about $70 million, he said.
of $665.8 million this fiscal year,
Powerball's entry into Tennessee
which began July I. Lottery sales is the main reason, he said.
climbed to $725.3 million last fiscal
"Powerball jackpots that are big
year, beating the previous year's cause people to travel," Gleason
record by nearly $52 million.
said."We won't get that traffic anyThe lottery expects thodest sales more'
increases nearly statewide this fiscal
Though lured by the instant milyear, Gleason said. The exception: lions of Powerball jackpots,
counties bordering Tennessee. In Tennesseans often played other
those places, sales are projected to Kentucky lottery games.
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PUNTA GORDA. Fla. (AP) —
Urban rescue teams, insurance
adjusters and National Guard troops
were scattered across Florida
Monday to help residents rally from
the brunt of Hurricane Charley, the
worst storm to hit the state in a
dozen years.
At least 16 people were killed in
Florida and officials estimate the
storm caused as much as $11 billion
in damage to insured homes alone.
Earlier. Charley killed four people
in Cuba and one in Jamaica.
Officials have said hundreds of
people were unaccounted for but
still had no official count on Sunday.
The search for missing people was

WEATHER
HIGH:

A85
LOW:

55

aster aid.
"We're immediately prosiding
them food and shelter and clothing
just to provide them with their
immediate needs," he said.
The hardest-hit areas appeared to
be the retirement community of
Punta Gorda and Port Charlotte in
Charlotte County, though federal
officials expanded the disaster aid
zone to 25 counties on Sunday.
Amid the tragedies and frustration, a grim humor emerged: garishly colored T-shirts proclaiming "I
Charley"
Hurricane
survived
popped up for sale.
After slamming into Florida with
winds reaching 145 mph and a surge
of sea water of 13 feet to 15 feet,
Charley hit open ocean and made
landfall again in South Carolina. It
moved into North Carolina and up
story
Times
&
Ledger
A Murray
eastern seaboard as a tropical
the
Thursday said Calloway Circuit
before being downgraded to a
storm
Mellisa
clerk
Court deputy
Sunday.
depression
Crawford was charged with two
Punta Gorda, trailaround
and
In
and
court
charges — contempt of
home lay toptrailer
after
home
er
resistance to order. Actually, she
blown apart
were
Others
pled.
of
only was charged with contempt
walls that
interior
exposing
entirely,
court because of resistance to order
after Calloway Distriet Court
Judge Jeanne Carroll said
Crawford disobeyed a judicial
order. Crawford said she was
unlawfully imprisoned and is waiting for a special judge to be
appointed to resolve the matter.

slow in some areas because downed
power lines and debris was making
the search dangerous.
Federal Emergency Management
Agency director Michael Brown
said it could take, several weeks to
find all the victims.
"We literally have thousands of
people without homes who have
spread out all over Florida and probably neighboring states," he told
NBC's "Today- show today.
Brown said restoring power to
the nearly 1 million people still
without it could also take weeks.
Some 2,300 people were in emergency shelters, and Brown said
11,000 have already applied for dis-

Correction

Tonight will be
mostly clear,
Tuesday will be
partly cloudy with
highs in the 80s.
Tuesday night will
be partly cloudy
with a chance of
rain.

NOTICE
III The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday at city hall. The commissioners will hold a public hearing
on the proposed revisions to the
zoning ordinance and sign regulations.
•The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees will
meet at 4 p.m. Wednesday in special session to discuss long-term
plans and projects.
•The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at city hall. The agenda includes a review of parking
requirements for Dr. Thomas
Muehleman's psychiatry office at
503 Popular St. and several signrelated requests.
• A special meeting of the
Industrial
Murray-Calloway
Development Authority is scheduled for Thursday at 7:30 a.m. at
1004 Waldrop Dr. Election of officers and establishing bylaws are
on the agenda.
III The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will hold a master plan
meeting is scheduled for Aug. 23
at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Center.
IN To report a newsworthy note
for the Town Crier, call 753-1916.

AP Photo

Bush,
President Bush, center, and his brother Florida Gov. Jeb
center right, talk to residents, from left to right: Gary Nickols,
front of
Renee Labrecque, George Nickols, and Jocile Nickols; in
Punta
in
Charley
e
Hurrican
the Nickols' home damaged by
Gorda, Fla. Sunday.
had been pushed down flat. coast of New England, President
Splintered wood and shattered glass Bush surveyed the devastation from
helicopter. He consoled storm vicwere scattered about.
tims in Punta Gorda, saying "A lot
the
off
weakened
As the storm

of people's lives are turned upside
down."
State officials warned of price
gouging, and promised to arrest
offenders. The state had received
about 400 complaints of price-gouging as of Sunday, and officials
warned people not to pay cash for
repairs. Lt. Gov. Toni Jennings said
2,000 insurance adjusters were
already on the ground and 2,000
mdre were on their way.
Emergency
Federal
The
Management Agency was sending
teams of medical, urban rescue and
communication workers; at least 60
semitrailers containing cots, blankets, meals, portable toilets, wash
kits and other necessities; and truckloads of water and ice.
Power generators, cots, blankets,
hammers, nails and portable toilets
were unloaded from planes and
trucks by members of Florida's
National Guard at Lakeland Linder
Regional Airport on Sunday, then
reloaded on trucks for delivery to
devastated areas of central and
southwest Florida.
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From Front
pick winning numbers that form a
line across the board.
Prizes will range from $2 to
$25,000.
Gleason said lottery officials
hope the new game generates $7.5
million in sales in the last 10
months of the current fiscal year.
Lottery officials also are counting on continued sales growth in
instant games, which represent just
over half of lottery sales. Instant
ticket sales surged by $37 million
to 3357 million last fiscal year.
Gleason said.
"A key to our success is g• oing to
be able to get more people to play,
not get more money from the same
people." he said. "The challenge
there is to offer games that are new
and appealing."
There's a lot riding on the lottery's success. The state uses lottery proceeds. primarily to finance
college scholarships.
The $193.5 million in lottery
proceeds turned over to the state
last fiscal year was up 7 percent
from the previous record -- $180.7
million given to the state a year earlier.
The lottery expects its contribution to the state to fall to $177.3
million in the current fiscal year,
Gleason said. That figure would
stilLrepresent _ the third-highest
amount ever, he said.

Call the circulation dept. between
5 00-6.00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4 30-5.00 pm Saturday at 753-1916
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naiad by Murray Ledger & Times
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try to repair the hole before rain clouds arrive on the outArmando Maldovino stands on his damaged roof as he and two workers
s in the area around Punta Gorda ravaged by
continue
work
rs,
skirts of Punta Gorda, Fla. Sunday,. Despite daily downpou
Hurricane Charley.
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From Front
two-day growth of white stubble.
"This soup, as far as I'm concerned,is a sirloin
steak," the 69-year-old retired salesman said as
his wife, Joan, 70, sipped appreciatively on a cup
•
of fruit punch.
The Myerses rode out the storm in their thirdfloor harborside apartment. After a fruitless
northward search for a hotel room, they spent the
next two nights squatting in a downstairs unit that
somehow came through intact.
"We called them up in New York and said.
'We're moving in,— Walt Myers said.
Across the parking lot, 88-year-old Lela
Schosek sat in her daughter Nancy Hickson's van
munching a turkey-and-cheese sandwich. The
trailer where she had lived for-14-YeTars— Was
destroyed, and she's back living with her kids —
where they're using ditch water to flush the toilets.
"She's been after me to move in with her for a
long time," she said."Now I have to. Eventually.
you just lose control."
Thousands upon thousands have been left
homeless in Charlotte County. The 27 residents at
the Bread of Life Mission are wondering whether
they will be even less visible than they were
before.
The women's and men's dormitories lost their
roofs, and the laundry area was demolished. On
Sunday, the residents were camped out under a
tarp stretched over plastic piping.
Shelter manager Gary Eldridge said some regular donors had brought some produce by
Saturday. But they hadn't seen a government
truck yet.
"The rich come first," the mute man wrote on
a tiny notebook."Always have, always will."
Twelve-year-old Stephen Litwin said his
mother brought him and brother Jonathan, 13, to
Punta Gorda two months ago to "make a fresh
start." He naively thought he'd be going back to
Punta Gorda Middle by Tuesday — until he saw
that his portable classroom had blown away.
As bad as the residential damage was, the
business district along the harbor and Peace River
took the brunt of the storm. All up and down U.S.
41,shops and chain stores were without roofs and
walls.
Business people who have even a remote

Murray Red Cross volunteers reach Ft. Myers;
monetary donations needed to offer help
MurrayAmerican Red Cross volunteers Dee and Minter, who represent the agency's
their part in
Calloway County Chapter, reached Ft. Myers, Fla., late Sunday afternoon to begin
recovery efforts from Hurricane Charley.
Executive
It is not known how long the Symsonia couple will be there, but Murray chapter
be an
could
it
Minter,
Dee
with
had
ons
she
conversati
phone
from
Director Holly Webb said
extended stay.
y
"Things are a mess." Webb said today. noting that the Minters. who took Murray's emergenc
of
south
miles
few
a
response vehicle (ERV) were based at a Red Cross center in Ft. Myers,
a load of
where Charley's deadly 145-mph winds made landfall Friday afternoon. "They took
Ocala
through
went
they
snacks and water from Tallahassee Sunday, and they said that after
there.
of
south
no
power
was
there
Ft.
Myers),
of
north
hours
(around three
"They can't get diesel for the ERV, it has to be trucked in by the National Guard."
nation as the
Webb said the Murray ERV was the 13th to arrive in Florida from across the
a home.
without
days
coming
agency attempts to help victims who are faced with surviving the
into
food
and
supplies
ng
transporti
be
job
main
will
Minters'
The
power.
or
water
food, running
s.
stricken areas, better enabling victims to receive these necessitie
dam"That means, more than likely, they'll be going into Port Charlotte (where the greatest
adding
said,
Webb
good,"
s
age has been reported). We were one of the first ones there, so that
that monetary donations from Murray and Calloway residents also can have positive results.
"They're not ready for donated items from the public yet. Right now, money is the biggest
need, and the Red Cross has people who handle that kind of thing professionally," she added.
"Anything designated as relief from Charley will make it to the right people."
People wishing to donate can call the Red Cross' national help line at 1 -800-HELP NOW.
Webb also said donations can be made at the Murray-Calloway office, located inside the George
Weaks Community center on Poplar Street. The Murray-Calloway chapter is part of the United
Way of Murray-Calloway County.
— JOHN WRIGHT

chance of reopening when power is restored were
jumping into action.
Shortly after dawn Sunday, partners Kevin
McCord and Ryan Jenkins were shirtless on the
sub-roof of their medical supply store in downtown Punta Gorda. They got the last 13 rolls of
tarpaper from a Home Depot and were giving
themselves a crash course in roofing.
"Looks like we're going to start a new business," McCord quipped as he and Jenkins gathered bits of scrap wood from neighboring businesses to nail down the temporary cover.
They figure they lost 80 percent of their inventory.
Down the street. Chad Maxwell shoveled up
shattered glass at the real estate office where he
works. Maxwell is worried that, as in Homestead
in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew in 1992,

speculators will swoop in looking to buy up land
cheap.
That's why he is so anxious to get his office up
and running — so he can work on helping the
people he manages property for to stick around.
"We have a great community." he said. "Six
months from now, it won't look like this. ... It's
the near future that's tough."
Campanella was at a bike convention in
Wisconsin when the Charley hit. His employees
came in right after the stoath and chained his 250
bicycles and scooters together to prevent looting.
Now he's sleeping in his van in the parking lot
to keep an eye on things until he can find his
insurance papers and see what's covered.
"It's my life," said Campanella. who has spent
seven years building up the business. "It's everything I own."
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Big plans for scandal-tainted nursing home

Policelog

Murray Police Department
•A theft by unlawful taking case was investigated at 510 S. Seventh St.
CLINTON, Ky.(AP) — A nursat 6:40 p.m. Friday.
ing home once tainted by scandal is
• A subject was reported buying suspicious matenals at 2:59 a.m. being converted into a multipurpose
Saturday at Wal-Mart.
health center in this small town in
• A theft case was investigated at a Stadium View apartment at 9:56 far western Kentucky.
a.m. Saturday.
Family-owned Arbor Group of
• Theft by unlawful taking of less than $300 was reported at 61
Mo., bought the properly,
Sikeston,
Standord Drive at 12:21 p.m. Saturay.
Birchtree Healthcare, in
formerly
• A possible burglary was reported at A&S Storage on North Fourth
million. Birchtree was
$2.3
for
May
Street at 3:05 p.m. Saturday.
• There was an injury accident at U.S. 641 at Wal-Mart at 3:27 p.m. owned by Tina Conner, the one-time
mistress to former Gov. Paul Patton.
Saturday.
Birchtree closed in December
• Some children were reported in the street at the courthouse square
throwing things as passing vehicles at 11:36 p.m. Saturday.
2002 after Conner filed bankruptcy.
• Cory Walker was arrested at 1:49 a.m. Sunday at Myers Lumber on
Scores of people lost jobs and elderSouth Fourth Street. He was charged with probation violation, theft by ly residents were moved elsewhere.
unlawful taking more than $300 and third-degree burglary.
Arbor reopened the nursing home
• Shots were reportedly fired at The Club on First Street. Subject was as Arbor Place.
driving a gold Impala.
Now it's spending $1 million ren• Jason L. Craig was charged with possession of marijuana following a
the 50,000-square-foot
ovating
Chad
Drive.
Industrial
traffic stop at 3:56 p.m. Sunday at Ky. 94 East and
building into a multipurpose health
Crain was charged with expired registration plates, improper passing
center scheduled to open in October
and no insurance.
▪ Richard L. Coleman Jr. was charged in a burglary at 409 N. Fifth St. and employ about 100.
"I've never seen a little commuat 11:54 p.m. Sunday. He was charged with fleeing and evading, second-degree burglary and receiving stolen property.
nity open up to a facility like they
• A juvenile was arrested for possession of a controlled substance, poshave Arbor," said David Minton,
session of marijauna and possession of drug paraphernalia.
manager.
or/regional
administrat
— Information is obtained from reports,
a lot of
there's
and
exciting
"It's
logs and citations from various agencies.
optimism."

has
Arbor
shrunk the nursing home section
to 98 beds and is
freed
turning
space into a doctor's office, an
outpatient rehabilitation section, a unit for
Connor
patients in transition from hospital to home, and an exercise and
fitness center.
"There's really nothing like it in
that rural area where people from the
community can go for programs like
those in Paducah and larger cities,"
said Arbor Group President John
Sells.
Arbor Place now has about 38
residents and 40 employees.

State's high school dropout rate
declines for all but American Indians
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's high school dropout rate
declined for a third straight year for
boys and girls alike and for all ethnic groups except American Indian,
according to data released by the
state Department of Education.
In addition, students had a bend
attendance rate and fewer were held
back to repeat a grade. More high
school graduates reported making a
successful transition to college, the
military or a job.
The report of "non-academic
data" for the 2002-2003 school year
is one component of Kentucky's
system of school accountability.
Two other components — scores
from the Kentucky Core Content
Test and a.national Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills — are to be
released in October.
The department reported 6,082
dropouts in a student population of
182,494 students in grades 9
through 12 — a rate of 3.3 percent.
That compared with rates of 3.94
percent the previous year and 4.76
two years before. The rate was 5.1
percent in 1999-2000, a year in
which the current method of calcu-

lating dropouts was adopted.
Eight districts, mostly small
independents, reported no dropouts
at all last year from their high
schools. They were Augusta,
Beechwood, Cloverport, Hazard,
Silver Grove, Walton-Verona, Green
County and Hancock County.
The highest dropout rate was in
Union County, with 77 dropouts in a
high school student population of
799 — a rate of 9.64 percent, nearly
triple the rate of the previous year.
Superintendent Gerald Novak
said the district's dropout figures
soared because of the inclusion of
Victory High School at the Earle C.
Clements Job Corps Center.
Novak said Victory is a secondchance school for students who have
already dropped out. Many drop out
again and are counted against the
district a second time.
"We don't think it's a fair assessment," Novak said in a telephone
interview.
"I really do think we're providing an excellent service for these
students," he said. But "it seems like
we're getting penalized for this. ... I
think we have no option but to close
the program down."
Dropout rates were again highest
among Hispanic and black students

— 4.43 percent and 4.35 percent,
respectively — though each group
improved. It was lowest among
Asians — 1.87 percent, down from
2.09 the year before. The rate for
white students was 3.21 percent,
down from 3.78 percent. Dropout
rates by ethnicity were not reported
before 1999.
For at least the Ilth year in a row,
high school freshmen were most
likely to be retained in grade. Their
retention rate was 10.03 percent.
down from 10.81 the previous year
but markedly higher than for any
Education
grade.
other
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit said it
was "a major area of concern."
Three high schools reported 100
percent on-time graduation rates —
and
Barbourville
Augusta,
Cloverport. The lowest rate was
49.77 percent for Breathitt Count
High School.
Kentucky began reporting graduation rates in 2001 but does not
include them in school and district
accountability scores. Federal law
does not generally permit inclusion
of students who took longer than
four years or who received a certificate of completion instead of a
diploma.

Last year's flu shot 50-50 effective vs. new strain
ATLANTA(AP)— Last season's flu shot was effective only about half the time, confirming the concerns
many experts had since the vaccine was not an exact
match for one of the flu strains making many Americans
sick, the government said.
Even so, "the vaccine still provided some protection
and substantial health benefits," said Dr. Carolyn
Bridges, an epidemiologist with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
When the flu vaccine is a closer match to the type of
flu circulating, it is can be up to 90 percent effective in
healthy adults, according to the CDC.
Officials said last season's level of immunity was
fairly typical of other years in which the shot and the
threatening virus aren't a perfect match.
"It's reassuring to see we are getting some decent
effectiveness from the vaccine," said Dr. Bob Jacobson,

professor and chairman of pediatrics at the Mayo Clinic
"Every year we are facing different strains — all of us
are hoping to ... minimize the illness from year to year."
He said the findings show the "health benefits arc
still very real" for getting a flu shot.
The CDC and Colorado health officials studied more
than 1,300 people in Colorado — the epicenter of last
year's flu outbreak — including about 300 who were
lab-confirmed to have the flu. Of those who had the flu.
about half had been vaccinated.
Using that data, researchers calculated the vaccine
probably worked about 52 percent of the time for
healthy adults and 38 percent of the time for those with
previous medical conditions.
The study also confirmed that children who have
never had a flu shot need two doses for it to be effective.
something the CDC has been recommending all along.
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Dr. Bruce Smith, iAho practiced
in Clinton for 16 years until 2000,
returned in July after sharing an
office for 18 months with Dr.
Richard White, the mayor of
Hickman. Arbor remodeled a wing
of the building into a business
office, waiting room, three exam
rooms and office for Smith.
Sells said the 18-bed transitional
unit and rehab,center are •needed by
the aging community.'About a quarter of Hickman County's 5,165 residents are at least 65 years old, and
demographic studies show plenty of
residents within a 20-mile radii's to
support the wellness center, Sells
said.
County Judge-Executive Greg
Pruitt said the potential for 100 jobs
is a big boost for Hickman County,
where the unemployment rate of

nearly 9 percent is among the slate's
highest.
"Arbor's growth and Dr. Smith's
coming back are positive for this
community," Pruitt said. "Those are
small steps to create jobs and stimulate the economy to keep more people here."
Aside from the temporary closure
of Birchtree. Clinton is still trying to
recover from 300 jobs lost since
2001 with the closings of two main
industrial employers, the Jakel
small-appliance motor plant and the
Garan garment factory.
Pruitt said one company is interested in moving into the Garan
building, and a new trucking firm.
Blue Carriers, has opened south ol
Clinton in the former Edwards
Trucking Co. building.

Urgent (270)759-9200
Care
Clinic

Hours:
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.
I p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

*No Appointment
Necessary
*Immediate Treatment
For Minor
Illnesses and Injuries
'Convenient Hours
*Open 7 Days a Week

Prim -141,i
Care 40
MEDICAL—CENTER

Family Practice•Internal Medicine•Pediatrics
Located on the 4th Floor of the Medical Arts Building

HERITAGE BANK HAS CHECKING ACCOUNTS,
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS AND PAM KIMBRO
we're even more proud
Heritage Bank is rightfully proud of its competitive checking and savings accounts. But
Kimbro is one of those people who
of the people who serve our customers as both bankers and neighbors. • Pam
sees growth and development in the
"blooms where she's planted." By working with customers at Heritage Bank, she
of their hard work. • If you're looking for a bank
community. In her garden, she and her family see the natural growth
Heritage Bank.
to help your business or personal finances grow, look to the bankers and neighbors at

WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
10 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 • 270-753-7921 •
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Senate race
not likely to
see debates
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)— The
man Republicans like to call The
Big Right-hander seems intent on
chalking up a shutout.
U.S. Sen. Jim
Bunning. whose
pitching put him
.J1 the baseball
Hall of Fame, is
adhering, in his
campaign manager's words, to
a "tight and controlled strategy"
to get re-elected.
Capitol
That means
joint appearIdeas
ances with his
By Charles
Democratic
Wolfe
AP Statehouse opponent.
Reporter
Daniel
Mongiardo, will
be rare at best.
Bunning's strategy maybe to
run out the calendar, pick his own
spots. flood the state with TV
advertising in the closing weeks
and refuse to be seen alongside a
less financed opponent.
He has the advantages of incumberre_y,chiefly.
a campaign treasury
six times larger than Mongiardo's.
There also is the prospect of coattails from President Bush, who carried Kentucky by 15 points over Al
Gore in 2000.
John Kerry has shown no sign
that he will make a fight of it in
Kentucky with its modest total of
eight electoral votes. In the coattail
department. Mongiardo. a state senator and physician from Hazard, is
pretty much on his own.
Consequently, Mongiardo has
made Bunning's very absence an
issue. He went to a candidate forum
for University of Kentucky faculty
last week, calling a news conference beforehand to point out that he
would he appearing solo.
He followed up with a statement
that Bunning "has even refused to
----participatedaihe
statewide debate on KET' — an
overstatement, given that Kentucky
Educational Television had not
actually issued formal invitations to
the candidates yet.
In the past. Bunning has taken
part in some KET forums and
skipped others. In the spring, he
declined to enter a KET spotlight
with his primary opponent, Barry
Metcalf, who otherwise had little
media exposure.
Bunning did the same thing
when Metcalf opposed him for his
first Senate nomination in 1998. He
did, however, take part in two KET
forums that fall with his
Democratic opponent. Scotty
Baesler. a fellow congressman at
the time.

Bush's Iraq Dilemna

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Veterans of Foreign Wars convenPresident Bush is walking a politition in Cincinnati.
cal tightrope on Iraq.
Generally. Bush's campaign has
He stands to benefit if public
tried to change the subject away
Sen. Jim Bunning
attention to the violence ebbs, and
from Iraq to the war on terror and
R-Ky
there are indications voters' focus is other issues. But the recent surge in
drifting, despite
fighting there underscored the
last week's
instability of the situation despite
fierce fighting in the turnover of authority to an
Najaf and turinterim Iraqi government in June.
moil in other
"Iraq is not an issue that's gone
cities.
away by any means," said Pew
Record oil
Research Center Director Andrew
prices, concerns
Kohut. But a new Pew poll shows
over jobs, terror- interest has slipped: Five in 10
ism threat levels Americans said they were paying
and the debate
"close attention" to Iraq when the
Washington over
AP File Photo
restructurturnover occurred, and it's now four
Pennsylvania's Annenberg Public
weapons of mass destruction would
Today
ing U.S. intelliin 10.
Policy Center. "When you hit the
By Tom Raum gence agencies
be found — although would have
He attributes the slight drop to
1000th American death, that's the
used the authority more wisely.
Associated
are vying for
the fact that "the stories from Iraq
next point at which I think there's
Press Writer
That comment apparently
people's attenare not changing. Things are not
going to be a high level of news
proved too tempting for the Bush
tion.
getting better, but they're not getcoverage and real questioning about team — which delights in accusing
Yet by crititing worse." For Bush to benefit
the Bush policies."
the Massachusetts senator of multicizing Democratic presidential
Sen. Daniel Mongiardo
politically, Kohut said, "things will
As of last week, nearly 930 U.S. ple flip-flops on Iraq — to ignore.
nominee John Kerry's talk of
have to get better."
13-Harlan
service members had died since the
"He is now back to the pro-war
reducing troop levels in Iraq, as the
Bush gets the advantage when
Mongiardo got his only in-perbeginning of military operations in
president did last week on his fiveposition, which one can only call
the focus is on the war on terror
son shot at Bunning on the speakIraq in March 2003.
perhaps his general-election posiday Western campaign swing, Bush and protecting Americans — and
er's platform at the tradition-laden
Kerry, too, is tethered to Iraq.
tion," suggested Bush campaign
risked drawing even more attention
not
Every
on
Iraq.
day
Bush
talks
Fancy Farm Picnic in Graves
He has criticized Bush for invading
to the bloodshed.
manager Ken Mehlmann.
about the war on terror and the
County. He used the occasion to
Iraq without broad international
Kerry pollster Mark Mahn=
"The mission is not going to be
home,
threat
at
and
his
words
are
question the incumbent's vigor —
support, and he has called for
completed if the enemy thinks we
suggests any lag in public interest
emphasized
reports,
in
news
it's
a
best line: "There's no heat left on
in Iraq is only temporary.
will be removing a substantial num- day the American public is not pay- beginning to withdraw U.S. troops
his fast ball" — before challenging
within six months of taking office.
"The only thing that would help
ber of troops in six months," he
ing attention to an increasingly
Bunning to six debates — one in
But it's hard for the
told one audience. He told another:
Bush is a real change in circumwar
messy
overseas.
each congressional district.
Massachusetts senator to find an
"I know what I'm doing when it
stances," Mellman said. "I can't
Two weeks ago, it was elevated
Bunning. visibly nettled, stalked
opening in terms of what to do
comes to winning this war."
imagine what he's going to do
terrorism
levels.
Last
week,
Bush
away at the close of the program,
now, since both he and Bush have
Bush and Kerry are each seeking captured headlines with the selecbetween now and Election Day
puhili paSneporters who- wantedcalledfora continued U-S.--pres-------That's-going--to-enable him to
---t-O- Portraylliintr
most
---If
capable
as
of
a
tion
new
&lector.
CIA
an answer to the challenge.
ence until stability is achieved.
of protecting the nation at home
that happen."
"It's helpful to Bush if Iraq is
Bunning's campaign manager,
In response to prodding from
and abroad and leading the armed
out
of
the
news,
but
it's
not
helpful
David Young, said last week in a
Bush for a yes-or-no answer, Kerry
forces as commander in chief. Both
to him if people continue to die,"
Tom Raton has covered
statement to The Associated Press
last week said that he would still
are likely to emphasize this theme
Washingtonfor The Associated
said
Kathleen
Jamieson,
Hall
directhat he and Bunning had not
have voted to authorize the Iraq
in speeches this week to the
Press since 1973, includingfive
tor of the University of
broached the debate issue,"and
war even if he had known that no
presidencies.
certainly
we're
not allowing our
opponent to dictate our campaign
strategy."
"Senator Bunning has been slit:
cessful because of a tight and controlled strategy and campaign. And
FRANKFORT - State education officials are
State Department of Education officials, how- new federal law and its accountability standard's
we're certainly not negotiating any
in something of a quandary over a mandate of
ever, said last week students — and their schools and the pressure is doubled on local school offikind of debate plan through the
the 2004 General Assembly to develop a new
— could avoid the CATS test by simply going
cials.
media." Young's statement said.
General Educational Development(GED)prothrough the program and then leaving school as
So State Board of Education members and
gram for high school students on the verge of
early as age 16. Once the low-performing or spe- Department of Education officials last week
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
dropping out of classes permanently.
cial education student was gone, that student
reporterfor The Associated Press.
were wrestling with how best to accomplish
On the one hand, there is a would no longer pull down a school's performwhat the General Assembly ordered without givvery real need for such a new ance rating.
ing schools a loophole to push low-performing
program. In 2002, more than
And having completed a GED program. the
and special education students out the door early.
7,000 Kentucky high school
student would not be counted as a graduate, but
The goal of reducing the-dropout rate in
students dropped out. Under
the school would not be penalized.
Kentucky schools, however, is of such importerms of the long-standing
A high school's dropout rate is one factor in
tance that it would be a mistake to go back to
GED program, a student must determining the school's score under both the
the legislature next year without an expanded
be at least 17 years old to
state KERA assessment process and also under
GED program, especially one designed for those
participate and has been out
the federal No Child Left Behind assessment. In
students most in danger of leaving school while
of school for at least a year,
fact, some Kentucky schools did not meet their
they are still attending classes.
or his or her class has already federal assessment goals this year because of the
That can best be accomplished by keeping
Agree Or graduated.
number of students who quit classes early.
close watch on the new GED program by the
Not
Last year, some 6,500
The General Assembly's intent in ordering a
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Department of Education, requiring detailed
By
Todd
Duvall teenagers 16 to 18 years old
new "secondary GED" program is laudable.
accounting by schools that offer the program and
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
took GED classes across the
Legislators want to get the.student as young as
Syndicated
assessing its effectiveness frequently.
wvvw house gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington st)
state, and 3.500 of them
16 who is on the verge of leaving classes for
Columnist
Then if there are warning signs that some .
passed the exam to receive
good before that happens. While a GED certifiU.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
schools are using the program to push out the
their GED certificates.
cate is not as valuable as a high school diploma, students who pull down their overall
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
accountaOn
the
other
there is a danger that the
hand,
it is far better than nothing at all.
bility test scores, the department will be in a
www jim bunningd bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343
new GED program could be used by high
But given the enormous pressures on schools
position to make quick and effective efforts to
schools to dump their low-performing or special
by state and federal accountability standards,
close the loopholes that appear and also hold
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
education students who may pull down a
concerns that the new GED program will be
officials in those schools accountable for their
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D C 20510
school's overall performance under both the state used as a way of eliminating low-scoring stuactions.
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
and federal accountability ratings.
dents from the assessment process are indeed
Certainly, the goal of cutting 7,000 dropouts a
To avoid that, the General Assembly's bill
valid.
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
year in half is worth the time, effort and money
that ordered a new "secondary GED" program
While far from common, incidents of schools
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
to administer and oversee closely a new GED
requires that students in the program be included seeking ways to circumvent KERA's tougb stan1-800-372-7181
program.
in a school's CATS exam that is used throughout dards and helping students unfairly on the CATS
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
the state to determine how students at individual
exams are evidence that some local educators
Todd Duvall is editorial page editor for The
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
schools have progressed from one year to the
will try to undermine the accountability process
State Journal in Frankfort.
web www sentackson.corri
1-800-372-7181
next.
to a particular school's advantage. Add in the
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Our Elected Officials

The quandry over GEDs

U.S. tanks move in near holy shrine

Obituaries
Mrs. Mary M.°Was
Mrs. Mary M. Olivas, 56, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 15, 2004, at 10:20
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Billy Joe Green
Billy Joe Green, 66, Beal Road, Hardin, died Sunday, Aug. 15, 2004, at
10 a.m. at Country Manor Nursing Home, Aviston, Ill.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

AP Photo
A U.S. army soldier stands guard behind a U.S. and a German
flag at the main gate of the Campbell Barracks, U.S. Army's
Europe headquarters, in Heidelberg, southwestern Germany, in
Sept. 7, 2002. President George W. Bush's plans to call tens of
thousands of U.S. troops home from Europe and Asia.

Bush to announce
redeployment plan
By The Associated Press
(AP) WASHINGTON
President Bush's plan to call tens of
thousands of U.S. troops home from
Europe and Asia could gain him
election-year applause from military
families, but won't ease the strain
on soldiers still battling violent factions in Iraq and Afghanistan.
In a speech Monday at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars convention in Cincinnati. Bush will
announce one of the largest troop
realignments since the end of the
Cold War.
Senior administration officials
say Bush's plan affects 70,000 or
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more uniformed military personnel
plus 100,000 of their family memj2ers and support personnel. A significant portion would be sent to
bases in the United States, although
others could be shifted- to posts in
Eastern Europe, they said.
"The new initiative will enhance
our ability to respond to threats
abroad," a White House official said
Sunday on condition of anonymity.
"It will strengthen our ability to protect America and its allies and ease
some of the burden on the military
and military families. We have
worked closely with our friends and
allies around the world and
Congress on this initiative."
U.S. armed forces stationed
abroad in places other than Iraq and
Afghanistan number about 200,000.
About half are in Europe. The
Pentagon advised German officials
earlier this year that it was thinking
about removing two Army divisions
from Germany and replacing them
with smaller, more mobile units.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld briefed his Russian coun-

\

terpart, Sergei Ivanov, over the
weekend during a visit to St.
Petersburg. He told reporters later
that the Russians "have an interest"
in the redeployment plan, presumably because some of the countries
that could play host to U.S. troops
are former Soviet republics and
Warsaw Pact states.
Bush's speech comes as the U.S.
death toll in Iraq is approaching
1,000 and National Guard and
Reserve troops are serving extended
tours of duty.
Aides to Democratic challenger
John Kerry blamed a lack of postwar planning by the Bush administration for the increased burden the
reservists are shouldering. They also
noted that the Massachusetts senator
has proposed adding 40,000 troops
to the regular Army and expanding
special operations forces.
Kerry has said he would try to
withdraw some troops froth Iraq during his first six months in office. That
idea has drawn criticism from Bush,
who says that simply would urge
insurgents to wait until the U.S. presence was thinned before attacking.
Both Bush and Kerry, who is to
speak Wednesday to the 15,000
VFW convention-goers, have been
trying to bolster their national security credentials.
The president is working to convince voters that he is a strong,
unwavering leader who has taken
steps to make America safer and is
best to lead the battle against terrorists. Democrats countered by opening their July convention with a
focus on Kerry's Vietnam combat
-experience; in. contrast to Bush's
non-combat role in the Texas Air
National Guard during the war.
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Interior & Exterior Painting

By The Associated Press
NAJAF, Iraq (AP)- U.S. tanks
rolled into the Old City of Najaf
toward a holy Shiite shrine where
militants were hiding today as participants at a national conference
voted to send a delegation here to
try to negotiate an end to the fighting.
The city, which had been quiet

early today, was hit by series of
explosions in the late morning that
shook the vast cemetery, the scene
of many battles between U.S. forces
and militants. Witnesses also reported U.S. tanks had moved to within
500 yards of the revered Imam Ali
Shrine.
"We are proceeding with our
operations. We are moving forward
and we captured some positions
inside the Old City from the south
during the night and this morning,"
Police Chief Brig. Ghalib al-Jazaari
said.
Fighting resumed Sunday after
negotiations and a cease-fire collapsed. Two U.S. soldiers were
killed in Najaf fighting Sunday, and
a Marine was killed in Iraq's western, largely Sunni province of
Anbar. At least 934 U.S. servicemembers have been killed in Iraq
since March 2003.
Also, officials reported that a
French-American journalist and his
Iraqi translator have disappeared in
the southern city of Nasiriyah.
The journalist, Micah Garen, and
his translator Amir Doushi went
missing while walking through a
busy market in the city, said Adnan
al-Shoraify, deputy governor of Dhi
Qar province. He said the translator's family had first reported the
two missing.
The Arab television station AlJazeera said the journalist had been
kidnapped and provided no other
details. Al-Shoraify could not confirm whether Garen, 33, was abducted. The fighting in Najaf has cast a
pall over the National Conference in
Baghdad, an unprecedented gathering of 1,300 religious, tribal and
political leaders from across Iraq

meant to be a key first step toward
democracy.
Some of the delegates threatened
to walk out unless the crisis was
resolved. On Monday, the conference voted to send a delegation to
Najaf to ask radical Shiite cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr to tell his followers
to drop their weapons and join the
country's political process.
"The door is very open to all
Iraqis, regardless of their religion,
ethnic background, to join the free
political process," Shiite cleric
Hussein al-Sadr, a distant relative of
Muqtada al-Sadr, told the conference. Muqtada al-Sadr's aides said
they supported efforts to end the
violence.
"We are ready to accept any mediation for a peaceful solution," al-Sadr
aide Ahmed al-Shaibany said.
At the same time, however, alShaibany called on tribal chiefs

AP Photo

throughout Iraq to travel to Najaf to
form human shields to protect alSadr's Mahdi Army militant and the
Imam Ali Shrine.
Fighting on Sunday apparently
caused minor damage to the outer
wall of the shrine compound, ripping off some tiles and leaving some
holes. With Sunday's deaths, at least
eight U.S. troops have been killed in
Najaf, Along with about 20 Iraqi
officer ,since fighting there began
Aug. 5. ThelT.S. military aril-meg
hundreds of insurgents have been
killed, but the militants dispute the
figure.
In other violence, two civilians

were killed and four others injured
in the city of Baqouba on Monday
when a mortar hit their house, said
Ali Hussein, a medic at the main
hospital in Baqouba.
It was not known who fired the
mortar, but insurgents frequently
clash with U.S. troops and Iraqi
security forces in the city, 35 miles
northeast of Baghdad.
A roadside bomb in Baqouba
also wounded three members of the
Iraqi National Guard. said Zuhair
Abdul-Kareem, one of the injured
guardsmen.
In the volatile Sunni city of
Fallujah. west of Baghdad, U.S.
warplanes bombed three neighborhoods Sunday afternoon, killing five
civilians and wounding six others,
said, Dr. Adil Khamis, of Fallujah
General Hospital.
The three-day conference, which
started Sunday, aims to give a broad
spectrum of Iraqis a voice in the
political process and increase the
legitimacy • of interim Prime
Minister Ayad Allawi's interim government, which is deeply dependent
on American troops and money even
after the end of the U.S. occupation.
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Threatening letter, suspicious powder
spark anthrax scare at U.S. Embassy
By The Associated Press
KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia (AP)- Authorities are testing a suspicious powder mailed to the U.S. Embassy in Malaysia to determine
whether it is anthrax, officials said Monday after the second such scare
at a U.S. mission in Asia within a week.
The powder was mailed with an intimidating leaflet from an
unknown group called Jemaah Muhajirin Mohamad, demanding
Washington remove its troops from Iraq or face the consequences." It
threatened to blow up the embassy and kill or kidnap Americans in
Malaysia. said Abdul Aziz Bulat, Kuala Lumpur's police chief of criminal investigations.
."We think that it's just a hoax and this group is nonexistent, but we
will take precautions by investigating this seriously." Abdul Aziz told
The Associated Press.
Police, firefighters and a medical crew rushed to the embassy
Monday after staff there opened the letter, Abdul Aziz said. The letter
was mailed from within Malaysia.
Three embassy staff members exposed to a yellowish substance in
the envelope were briefly quarantined for a medical checkup, which
cleared them, district police official Aman Hussain said.
The powder was sent for laboratory tests to determine whether it
might contain anthrax spores or other toxins, Aman said.
,. A week ago, the U.S. Embassy in Colombo. Sri Lanka, was closed
after receiving mail containing a suspicious powder. Tests found the
powder harmless.
Frank Whitaker, the U.S. Embassy's spokesman in Kuala Lumpur,
said the embassy remained open and operations resumed normally.
Malaysia -a moderate, predominantly Muslim nation that staunchly opposed the U.S.-led invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan - is considered one of Asia's most peaceful, stable countries.
Since 2001, the Malaysian government has arrested more than 70
suspected members of the al-Claida-linked Jemaah Islamiyah regional
terror network, which has been accused of various plots and deadly
bombings, including the 2002 Bali blasts in Indonesia that killed 202
people.
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warner
Time
40.90 + 0.21
General Motors
2&8l+0.
Bancorp.
US
19.38 + 0.34
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
.37.87 + 931
30.00+ 0.29 UST
Goodrich
;3.72 + 0.32
Wal-Mart
0.20
+
10.69
Goodyear
Court Squarc, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. lti.tf
LLB. HILLIARD. W.L. LYONS, INC.
41111ord Wens fie sorleell wader in owl emir
NIENIIIEN New YOU STOCK EXCHANGE AND UPC

91.61.0.4*.C.

• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

You are invited to hear

prices as of 9 a.k.
T
STOCK MARKET REPOR
HopFed Bank' -..16.78 previous class

Corporation

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

For Free Estimates
Call

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

during clashes with

* WE HAVE PROGRAMS THAT ALLOW US TO SAY "YES" TO YOUR HOME
PURCHASE OR REFINANCE.* NO MONEY UP FRONT!

,a,ee/tii-ts-

'Weed

positions

Soldiers loyal to radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr take up
British forces today in the southern Iraqi city of Basra.

Sewing By Steven

• Custom Homes
Deck & Fence Restoration
• Spray Painting
• Fully Insured

Age HIWARD LYONS

for The
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Community
935 applications filed
with Need Line in July

CCHS yearbooks available Wedding
Calloway County High School
2004 Laker yearbooks are being
given out.
Graduates of 2004 who purchased a yearbook may pick them
up in the front offiCe, and if
unable to pick up the book yourself, the person picking up the

book must have your receipt. All
underclassmen will pick up their
books in an room 404 between
7:30 and 8 a.m. starting today
through Thursday. Each one should
bring a receipt. No yearbooks will
be given to underclassmen during
the school day.

a United Way
Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line,
during July.
taken
were
help
agency, said 935 applications for
3 for homerent,
for
21
,
utilities
for
52
food,
These were 377 for
and cleanhygiene
less, 11 for medical, 346 for
, and 12
supplies
school
for
n
ing, 552 for childre
needs.
other
all
for
Food needs for Need Line include: corn muffin mix, macaroni and cheese, canned meat/tuna,
crackers, dry cereal, oatmeal and turnip greens;
for cleaning and hygiene, bleach, bath tissue,
dish liquid, tooth paste and tooth brushes for
children, large brown paper bags to pack food
in for clients and gallon size plastic bags to separate laundry detergent and other items as needJo's
ed.
Seniors Day at Need Line will be Thursday
Datebook
p.m.
By Jo Burkeen from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
to the Need Line
taken
be
may
items
Donated
Community
office on the bottom floor of Weaks CommuniEditor
ty Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
information call 753-6333.
For
through Friday.

Writing portfolios available
os and 2003Calloway County High School 1998-99 writing portfoli
These docu.
released
being
now
are
os
portfoli
04 copies of writing
between 11:45
ments may be picked up in room 802 at the school
a.m. and 1:15 p.m. before Aug. 20.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play golf on Wednesday.
Evelyn L. Jones, phone 7532463, will be hostess. Any one
not listed may come and be paired
at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Patty
Vetter, Ve Severns and Cyndy
Cohoon;
Tee 3 - Linda Burgess, Evelyn
Jones, Barbara Gray and Venela
Sexton;
TPe 5 - Marilyn Adkins., Norma
Frank, Brenda'Rowland and Peggy
Shoemaker;
Tee 8 - Inus Orr, Ann Brown,
betty Stewart and Patsy Green;

Tee 10- Rainey Apperson, Betty
Lowry, Freda Steely and Jenny
Sue Smock
Nine Holers - Tee IA - Ann
Stanley, Betty Shepperson, Beth
Belote and Frances Hulse.
Brenda Rowland, hostess, has
released the winners of golf play
on Aug. 11 as follows:
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, first, Sue Outland, second:
First flight - Cyndi Cohoon,
first, Barbara Gray and Jennifer
Crouse, tied for second;
Second flight - Inns Orr, first,
Venela Sexton, second;
Third flight - Marilyn Adkins,
first, Brenda Rowland, second.

Ladies of the Oaks
schedThe Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly
II.
Aug.
uled bridge garneon
Maxa Read won first and Martha Broach won second.
Golf play was canceled because of inclement weather.
Golf play will return Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the club. Pairings
will be made before tee-off.
Bronda Parker and Irene Woods will serve as hostesses.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League played golf at the Bill Hamrick
IL
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park on Aug.
t
themos
had
who
one
the
was
winner
The
ladies.
25
were
Present
points.
Ina
Two teams tied with 23 points. Members were Loretta Earles,
GloBreck,
Linda
Elliott,
Dotty
Mann,
Loretta
Nash,
Kathy
Horton,
ria Theis and Mary Neale Barton.
Judah,
Others playing were Evelyn Bliven, Louise Parker, Betty
WardinsKay Lockhart, Sue Thetford. Hazel Hill, Neva Aldene, Jo Ann
Stephenson,
ki. Daisy Durham, Mary Madazjcyk, Sandi Bires, Norma
and Donna
Manning
Bobbie
Tucker,
Helen
Elkins,
Freda
Helen Hubbs,
Peyton.
Resort
The league plays each Wednesday morning at Kenlake State
Park.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 19
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 P.M
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

"Obstacles are those
frightful things you see
when you take your
eyes off your goal."
— Henry Ford

The Princess Diaries 2
G - 6:55 - 9:10
The Village
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:30
The Bourne Supremacy
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:55
Alien vs. Predator
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:35
Collateral
R- 7:30 - 9:50
Little Black Book
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:15
The Manchurian Candidate
R - 7:05 - 9:40
1008 Chestnut St.• No Checks •

Program Information Call 753-3314 ••

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory David Linville
Tiffany Ann Lassiter and Gregory David Linville were married Fri!•
!

•

I.

S.

si

mony at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. Vocalists were
Lindley White, Henderson, Tenn., and Josh Herndon, Murray.
the
The bride is the daughter of Jimmy and Cindy Lassiter. She is
Anna
and
T.
John
and
Tripp
Ann
Mattie
and
granddaughter of Rudy
Mae Lassiter, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Donnie and Lydia Linville of Paris, Tenn.
the
He is the grandson of Lewis and Laurine Jackson of Paris and
Tenn.
n,
Buchana
late David and Irene Linville of
Three large urns of live flowers featuring purple and blue hydrangeas
canand two candelabra wrapped with ivy decorated the altar. Toile,
balthe
decorate
to
used
were
eas
hydrang
silk
.
and
bushes
dles, ivy
cony and center aisle.
The bride wore an antique white halter gown. The Victorian gown
a
had pearls sewn in the bodice, hem and along the train. She wore
ivory
12
was
bouquet
Her
.
earrings
pearl
wore
fingertip veil. She
roses outlined with live blue hydrangeas.
the
Bridesmaids were Jennifer Wyatt, and Jessica Lassiter, sister of
bride both of Murray; Allie Johnson, Southaven, Miss., and Heather
and carWalling, Henderson, Tenn. They wore sea mist long dresses
s, gifts
ried ivory roses and hydrangeas. They wore pearl necklace
from the bride.
Flower girls were Samantha and Ann Taylor, Murray.
and.
The _groom wore a -4 button tuxedo with a Victorian gold vest
tie. ,
and
Groomsmen were Chris Fairchild, Chris Corley, Don Barnes,
with ivory
tuxedos
black
button
3
wore
men
grooms
The
Brown.
Tony
3 button
shirts and sage vests and ties. The bride's father wore a
rose
ivory
wore
all
men
The
tie.
and
vest
ivory
with
tuxedo
black
boutonnieres.
the
The ring bearers were Geremy and Raymond Tripp, cousins of
bride, Nashville, Tenn.
wed'the guest book attendant was Whitney Morris, Murray. The
ding director was Tonya Morris.
A reception followed at the church.
The reception room was decorated with hydrangeas, toile, ivy, and
eas
candles. The six layer wedding cake was decorated with live hydrang
wrapped
and placed under a wrought iron gazebo. The gazebo was
with lights, ivy, and toile. The groom's cake was a yellow cake with
chocolate icing.
Jane
Reception attendants were Heather Collins, Crystal Smith,
Mathis.
Hollingsworth, Miriam Rogers, Emily Cleaver and Melanie
couAfter the wedding the couple went on an Alaskan cruise. The
Mo.
James,
St.
in
residing
now
is
ple

RITA'

rear Re_pecats

y

OA •

Cartstpiment clothes

Men • Women • Children
g
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles• Maternity • Nursin

August!

imaillabilla011114411X!'
First of Month
Now Brand Clothes Ovt Daily• More $1 Items
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

Do You Have Diabetes?
With MEDICARE and most PRIVATE INSURANCE
, you may qualify to receive your diabetic testing
supplies delivered nght to your door postage paid
(no shipping and handling), at
LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOUIII
NO ONE RI TOO YOUNG OR TOO OLD TO QUALIFY

Enroll today & get back to enjoying life

..I4144
800-337DIABETIC NATIONAL SERVICES COMPANY

It Takes A Village
Childcare Center, Inc.
1406 B North 12th St. at The Village
Murray, KY 42071
270-762-0210

We have LOWERED our prices, but not our quality!
We now have limited day-time spaces available and are accepting enrollment
for all ages for afternoons, evenings, and Saturday shifts!
Just come by and see us or give us a call!
OPEN 24 HOURS SIX DAYS PER WEEK TO SERVE YOU!

the comQuilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
of
curator
Cox,
Carrie
Dr.
Library.
Public
y
munity room of Callowa
will
Society
'
education for the Museum of the American Quilters
s. All
present information about the museum's holdings and activitie
0.
232-824
(731)
call
ion
informat
For
invited.
are
interested persons

ay
Alumni and Associates will meet Tuesd
have its Alumni and Associates of Calloway County ScWOols will
room at
annual banquet on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the back meeting
d.
presente
he
will
Pagliai's. All alumni are invited. Scholarships

Laker Band Minters will meet

5:30
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday at
to a
p.m. in the Middle School band room. Everyone is invited
t
reception following the meeting to welcome the new assistan band
Brooke.
wife,
his
and
Suiter
director, Kevin

Hazel WOW meeting Tuesday

Woodmen of World Hazel Lodge 138 will have a fish fry with
ity
all food furnished on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Hazel Commun
Center. Tim Hilbrecht, field representative, will speak about "Woodmen Products."

Pack 57 plans fall sign-up

Cub Scout Pack 57, serving first through fifth graders in the Murray City Schools, will have its annual open house and sign-up on
School cafeteria.
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray Elementary
Club.
Pack 57 is chartered by the Kiwanis

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
inforof Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singes. For
753at
8
or
Laverne
753-312
at
Vicki
2,
436-564
mation call Helen at
•
0181.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

st
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United Methodi
the
near
door
located
rear
e
southsid
the
from
enter
Please
Church.
alcoplayground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of
friend.
or
relative
a
in
n
holism or addictio

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday

Retirees and former employees will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at
The Big Apple. For information call Nancy at 492-8640.

IMP will tour Pella Corporation

Laker
Discount Cards
now available

The Murray Group of International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAP) will meet today at 5 p.m. sharp at the Pella
Corporation on.Pella Way. A brief business meeting will follow the
tour with light snacks and drinks served. For information call Jeanne
Fleming at 753-0224.

Calloway County Laker Band
Discount Cards are now available
as a fund-raising event for Calloway bands. Twenty-two area businesses are featuring discounts on
the cards through Sept. 30, 2005,
that sell for $10 each. To purchase a card, call the high school
band room at 762-7395 and leave
a message; or call Wendy Collins
at 767-0777 and leave a message.
Someone will return your call.

Parent Support Group to meet

Have an event
you would like
us to announce.
Call 753-1916

WANTED:
Intelligent,
Healthy People
Who Want To
Help Protect Their
Family From Thu
Hardship Of
Uninsured
long Term
Care Costs.

Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will
meet tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call 753-7004.

Lodge meeting tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge.

Playwrights will meet tonight
West Kentucky Playwrights will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For more information call Constance Alexander at
753-9279 or constancealexander@'charter.net.

Mfirray Band Boosters will meet
Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the band
room at Murray High School. All parents with band students in
grades 7-12 at MMS or MHS are encouraged to attend. For information call 753-8910.

Long Term Care
Workshops
Tuesday, August 17th at 1 pm
and 7 pm and Wednesday
August 18th at 10 am and
1 pm at the Drury Inn in
Paducah, KY. Come and
learn all about this
important topic.
GE Financial
In all states
RAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL ASSURANCE COWAN',
exclusions of the valuable long term care insurance
859433-7066

Mother, three
children need
assistance
All household items are needed for a mother and her three
children who lost everything in a
fire at 1302 Valleywood Dr.. Murray 10 days ago. To make arrangements for pick up call the Murray City Schools Family Resource
Youth Services Center at 759-

SUBSCRIBE
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RD, SKIP AND PAUSE DIFFERENT
SHOWS IN 2ROOMS AT THE SAME TIME

FREE UPGRADE TO A 2-ROOM DISH PLAYER-DVR.
ITS EASY AND SIMPLE- NO EQUIPMENT TO BUY NO COMMITMENT
HIGH DEFINITION OPTION ALSO AVAILABLE

GET SATELLITE TV FOR THE WHOLE HOUSE
TVs.

FREE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION ON UP TO 4

OVER 60 CHANNELS
INCLUDING LOCAL CHANNELS(WHERE AVAILABLE)

STARTING $
AT

99
miiI MO.

HOME OF THE LOWEST ALL-DIGITAL
PRICE IN AMERICA...EVERY DAY!

1.888370.DISH
participating retailer
vAvw.dishnetwork.com or visit your local
Available at
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Vijay stands for victory in championship

AP Photo
St. Louis Cardinals pitcher
Danny Heren throws to first
in an unsuccessful effort to
pick off Atlanta Braves Rafael
Furcal in the first inning in
Atlanta, Sunday.

Pujols leads
St. Louis to
scalping of
Braves

HAVEN, Wis. (AP) — It was
a victory only the victor could
love.
Vijay Singh shot a 4-over 76
to eek into a three-way playoff
Sunday, then made his only birdie
of the day on the first of three
extra holes to beat Justin Leonard
and Chris DiMarco in the PGA
Championship at Whistling Straits.
It was Singh's third major of
his career and fifth victory of the
year.
"It's lite prettiest one. I think,"
Singh said after claiming the Wanamaker Trophy and a check for
$1.125 million. "It looked ugly.
When you look at the score, 1
shot 4 over. But it was a good 4
over for me."
The 41-year-old Singh is the I I th
player to win in the last 11 majors
and the first over 40 to win one
since Mark O'Meara took the 1998

British Open at 41. Singh also
joins Tiger Woods and Nick Price
as the only players to win five
tournaments in a year in the last
20 years; no one else has won
more than twice in 2004.
"This makes my year right here,"
Singh said. "I wanted to win one
again, one major again, and it
came at the right time. I don't
have that many years to contend
... I'd like to win a few more
before I finish. This is a great
start and I think there's many more
out there, I hope."
Singh has won eight consecutive tournaments in which he led
going into the final round. He
nearly gave this one away, but the
rest of the field also struggled
with the hard greens, stiff wind
and pin placements that stretched
Whistling Straits to a record 7,536
yards.

Singh was 12 under heading
into the final round, one stroke
in front of Leonard. But the big
Fijian made a double-bogey on
the fourth hole, a bogey on the
seventh and another on No. 15 to
fall to 8 under, two strokes back.
Leonard couldn't hold the lead
either, missing six putts inside 12
feet on the hack nine, including
a putt for par on No. 18 to win.
That left the three men tied at 8under. 280.
"Justin let me off on the last
hole," Singh said. "That gave me
a big relief."
On the first extra hole, No. 10,
Singh made a 6-foot birdie putt
to put the pressure on Leonard
and DiMarco. They never .had a
good look at birdie in the playoff; after Singh tapped in for par
from 2 feet on the 18th, they didn't even need to putt out.

AP Photo
Vijay Singh holds up the Wanamaker Trophy after winning
the 86th PGA Championship at Whistling Straits in Haven,
Wis Sunday.

Defense
dominates
first MSU
scrimmage

OLYMPICS 2004

•
ATLANTA (AP) — After an
up-and-down year, Danny Haren
savored his latest victory.
Special to the Ledger
"When they come as far between
The Murray State football team
as these last two have, you undertield the first ofIwo planned scrimstand how hard it is to win a big
mages Saturday afternoon at the
league game," he said.
MSU intramural field, and the
Scott Rolen homered twice to
defense was the star of the show.
become the first NI player to
"Defensively, when you hold
reach 100 RBIs this season and
the offense to one score over 60
Haren won for the first time in
plays, that's a united effort." said
° more than a year, leading the St.
Racer head coach Joe Pannunzio.
Louis Cardinals past the Atlanta
Braves 10-4 Sunday night.
"This was a
Albert Pujols added another
typical
first
home run as the Cardinals won
scrimmage. We
two of three in the battle of divihad six or seven
sion leaders, handing Atlanta its
penalties. Obvifirst series loss since the end of
ously, that's way
June. St. Louis has the best road
too many. We
record in the major leagues at 40can't do that," he
19
continued.
"Sometimes,
-Their record .is definitely
when you lose
deserved," Cardinals manager Tony
a little momenLaRussa said. "But we're good,
Pannunzio
turn early, it's
too."
hard to get it back. it's going to
Rolen hit a pair of two-run drives
take- a lot of work, and we need
off John Thomson (9-8) and
to take the time to gel.
reached 100 RBIs for the third
"It was a great effort for our
straight season.
kids," Pannunzio added. "We're
"I'm not trying to rack up pergetting better, but (Saturday) we
sonal accolades," golen said. I'm
made too many mistakes."
not going to have a lot of success if I go out and try for perMurray State will have its second preseason scrimmage on Satsonal goals."
urday, Aug. 21, at the MSU intraAP Photo
Chipper Jones hit a solo hornet'
Allen Iverson, left and Tim Duncan of the United States watch their team lose during a men's basketball
mural field between 16th Street
tournament
for the Braves, giving him 1,000
preliminary match against Puerto Rico in Hellinikon Sunday during 2004 Olympic Games in Athens.
and Waldrop Drive. There will be
career RBIs. He joined Hank Aaron,
a pre-scrimmage practice at 2:30
Eddie Mathews and Dale Murphy
p.m., followed by the scrimmage
as the only players in franchise
at 3:30 p.m. The public is invithistory to amass that total with
ed.
the club.
Haren (1-2) limited the Braves
Williams married: Hurricanes are
to three runs and seven hits in
known to destroy property, raze
ATHENS. Greece (AP) — in an upset as his- dence, but it did little to hurt their gold medal
five innings to win for the first
2004 Olympic Medals Table
buildings and devastate towns, but
By The Associated Press
toric as it was inevitable, Tim Duncan. Allen Iver- chances. They need only to finish in the top four
it
time since he beat Pittsburgh on
would have taken more than a
Through Aug. 15
son and the rest of the U.S. basketball team lost of their six-team group to reach the quarterfinals.
Aug. 11 last year. He started in
25 medal events
Category 4 hurricane to ruin Lady
Country
13
Tot
92-73 to Puerto Rico on Sunday, only the third
place of Chris Carpenter, who was
Racer head basketball coach Joi
Still, the defeat will go a long way toward giv- China
5
1
6
Olympic loss ever for America and its first since ing the competition hope that it's someone else's Austraha
skipped because of stiffness in his
4
Williams' wedding.
8
3
United States
1
4
3
adding pros.
lower back.
turn to move to the top of a sport that's been Russia
Williams, a native of Jack1
3
6
2
It was by far the most lopsided defeat for a dominated by one country for nearly three-quarters Japan
4
1
"He did an outstanding job."
0
5
sonville, Fla., became Joi Felton
Ranee
1
2
5
2
U.S. men's team.
of a century.
LaRussa said. "It's huge for him,
Saturday evening in Jacksonville,
2
3
0
"I'm
humiliated,
not
for
the
loss — I can always
2
and huge for us."
As Carlos Arroyo left the court with just over Lahr/
0
1
3
marrying Herman Felton Jr., who
2
0
1
3
deal with wins and losses — but I'm disappoint- a minute left, he defiantly pulled at the words Maim
is also a native of Jacksonville.
In his previous start, the 231
1
1
3
Hungarf
ed because 1 had a job to do as a coach, to get "Puerto Rico" on his jersey. He led his team with 1.4•Iholirds
0
1
year-old Haren lasted only 3 2-3
3
2
Hurricane Charley came blowThailand
1
0
2
1
us to understand how we're supposed to play as a 24 points.
innings against the Chicago Cubs,
ing through Florida on Friday,
Poland
0
2
2
0
team and act as a team, and I don't think we did
"That was him 'telling his island of 4 million Germany
giving up 10 runs and 10 hits.
1
2
going south of Jacksonville: then.
0
0
2
2
that," Larry Brown said.
people he was very proud to beat the big colossal Blekalum
"That last game. it was just a
east of the city after entering the
0
0
WPM
2
2
Puerto Rico, which had lost to the Americans from the north," Puerto Rico coach Julio Toro said. Cuba
0
0
2
2
fluke," Haren said. "By no means
Atlantic Ocean, packing winds of
Afnc•
1
1
0
0
five times in the past 13 months, led for more
Anyone in America who didn't see this coming $audi
did I dwell on that. I just came
up to 145 miles per hour upon
Britain
0
1
1
0
than 33 minutes of the 40-minute game. They were hadn't been paying attention to the way interna- Georgia
0
1
1
0
out and tried to do my job."
landfall Friday afternoon, but being
0
1
0
1
ahead by 2/ at halftime and gamely held off a tional basketball has been changing. The U.S. team axIonasta
Thomson, who lost for the first
downgraded to a Category 1 storm
Portugal
0
0
1
fourth-quarter comeback for one of the biggest nearly lost in the semifinals at Sydney on a last- Sottaa-Montanagro 0
0
1
time in seven starts since July 3,
(75 mph winds) by the time it
0
1
sports achievements in the territory's history.
second miss by Lithuania, then dropped three games Illoratua
gave up- eight runs — four earned
got near Jacksonville on Friday
Argentina
0
0
"We're a small island with a big heart," guard on its home turf at the 2002 World Championships Colombia
0
0
— and seven hits in four innings.
night.
Czech
Regulate
0
Elias Ayuso said.
in Indianapolis — the first losses ever by a U.S. Mongols
Atlanta made three errors, includThe storm was well north of
The loss was a blow to the Americaps' confi- team of NBA professionals.
South Korea
ing two in a six-run second inning,
Jacksonville by the time the wedto increase its total to 97, the
ding began.
third-most in the NL.
Atlanta Was without right fielder J.D. Drew. who sat out with a
.strained right quadriceps.
"It's another series, honestly,"
Braves manager Bobby Cox said.
"They were saying hack in the
MIDWAY, Ky. (AP) - - Ken- at Philadelphia Park in a final
first month of the season it was tucky Derby and Preakness win- goodbye to his fans.
a make or break series with Flori- ner Smarty Jones is expected to
I was very glad to
Smarty's owners, Roy and Pat
da. Then we went into Philadel- arrive at his new Kentucky home
Chapman,
retired the colt after he see so much suport for
phia. another make or break. You on Monday morning.
was diagnosed with bone bruises
hear it all year long.
•
Smarty Jones.
The popular thoroughbred, who in all four hoofs.
"They're series. That's the only
just
missed
capturing
the Triple
"I was very glad to see so
way you can look at it."
Rafael Furcal singled off Haren Crown by finishing second in the much support for Smarty Jones,
— Pat Chapman , owner of
to start the first and scored on a Belmont this year, will arrive at and appreciation for what he has
the Kentucky Derby and
double by Marcus Giles. But Haren Three Chimneys Farm around 7 done, and understanding for what
retired Jones on a grounder and a.m.. said Three Chimneys presi- we're doing," said Pat Chapman
Preakness winner
struck out Johnny Estrada to end dent Robert N. Clay. Smarty will in a statement Sunday.
AP Photo
stand at stud at the farm.
the threat.
In nine career starts, Smarty lion bonus from Oaklav.n Park for Exercise rider Pete Van Trump, left. walks
Smarty
victories
Jones
in
Rebel
the
Stakes.
Smarty departed his home state Jones — with jockey Stewart Elliott
Thomson bobbled a sacrifice
alongside groom Mario Arriagas, right,
during a farewell
bunt by Haren that loaded the of Pennsylvania on Saturday. He — won eight races and earned Arkansas Derby and Kentucky ceremony at the Philadelph
ia Park track Saturday in
bases with no outs in the second. was paraded before about 8.000 fans $7,563,535, including a $5 mil- Derby.
Bensalem, Pa.

Star-Spangled Spankin'

•Retirment Home

Smarty Jones gets greener pastures

If

1
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DISC JOCKEYS

Frankfort offers up
new course for
outdoor enthusiasts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most golfers would scoff at a par3 that's only 80 yards. long. "Hah!"
they would say. 'That can be done
with a putter and a pitching wedge
alone."
But they wouldn't be laughing
for long once they walked onto a
new Frankfort course in their argyle
socks and tam-o'-shanter caps. The
first hole spans a brutal 75 yards
across a bush-strewn ravine. Thick
stands of trees on either side of
the narrow fairway leave no room
for error. A large tree guards the
goal at the end, forcing a chip
shot through a Y midway up the
trunk.
There are no caddies or carts
in this game. There are no clubs
or balls. There is only you. and
your plastic flying disc.
Disc golf, a bizarre hybrid game,
has made it to Frankfort. The city's
first 18-hole course opened last
month.
For the most part, the concept
of the two sports are the same.
Both tee off on a flat patch of
grass. Players then take as few
shots as possible to get a flying
object into a hole or bucket.
There are more discs in a serious golfer's bag than the 13 clubs
regular golfers wheel around the

illintstock

Insurance Agency

links. Labeled in a similar fash41slair
ion to clubs, these discs are custcim weighted and beveled to give
golfers all the options available
to their counterparts with clubs.
So whether a player needs a
long-range power driver, a counter-slicing mid-range or a levelflying putter for increased accuracy, he or she has an appropriate disc for any possible shot.
But this is really where the
similarities of the two sports end.
Disc golf is poor man's golf.
Disc golfers themselves are more
easily compared to Happy Gilmore
than Tiger Woods. The beauty of
the game lies in its simplicity.
411
"You don't have to be Michael
Jordan to play disc golf," worldclass disc golfer Everett Lasley said.
Lasley, 47, lives in Nicholasville
and is obsessed with the sport that
took form back in 1971. He covered one wall of his garage with
his prize discs, while stacking
scores of others vertically on
•
shelves like books. The extras fill
over.1 5.
bags and boxes on the floor,
•
flowing into the living room.
He keeps 40 discs in his car,
AP Photo
"just in case."
Does his wife think he's insane? Landon Williams, of Lexington, Ky., throws in the Frankfort
"Oh, no doubt," he said with
Open Frisbee Golf Tournament at East Frankfort Park in
a grin.
Frankfort.

Colonels coming back to Louisville
The ABA franchise.
which was in
Louisville from 1967
to 1976, will play 19
games in 2004-05.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
new minor league professional basketball team is coming to Kentucky.
Officials with the Kentucky
Colonels have signed a lease to
play home games at Louisville
Gardens, beginning in mid-November.

Deputy Mayor Rick Johnstone eral lawsuit seeking to block the
said developers' interest in the new basketball team from using
Gardens has picked up considerthe Kentucky Colonels name on
ably in recent months with the
success of the nearby 4th Street
Live entertainment complex.
The management of the team
has also agreed to make about
$100,000 in improvements to the
aging building.
Former NBA player Tree Rollins
will be the team president and
former University of Louisville
player Henry Bacon will be the head
coach.
Meanwhile. The Honorable
of Kentucky Colonels, a
Order
used
been
Gardens. which has
non profit group. has filed a fedsparingly in the last few years.

The lease covers the team's first
two seasons, including 18 games
in 2004-05.
"This show is on the road."
said Jesse Dickerson. a spokesman
for the Colonels, whose owners
are based in Indianapolis.
The Colonels' ownership group
has bought the rights to use the
Colonels name from the National
Basketball Association. The NBA
absorbed the original ABA, which
included a Colonels franchise in
Louisville from 1967 to 1976.
The return of the Colonels means
some usefulness for the Louisville

Van Haverstock

nide Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
GB
Pct
L
•
—
569
50
66
Atlanta
8
500
59
59
Philadelphia
8
500
58
58
Flonda
10
483
60
56
New Yon
17
422
67
49
Montreal
Central Division
GB
Pct
L
•
655
40
76
Si Louis
538 13 12
54
63
Chicago
487 19 12
60
57
Houston
479 20 12
61
56
Ciricnnat
478 20 1)2
60
55
Pittsburgh
22
466
62
54
Milwaukee
Wein Division
GB
Pet
—
47
595
69
Los Angeles
1/2
6
538
54
63
San Diego
538 6 112
55
64
San Francisco
17
449
65
53
Colorado
30334 1/2
83
36
Anzona

Sianiiy's Games
Houston 5 Montreal 4
Arizona 2 N Y Mats 0
San Diego 7. C.ancinnat 2
Pittsburgh 3, Colorado 0
San Francisco 3. Philadelphia 1
Florida 5. Milwaukee 3, 10 nrungs
Los Angeles 8, Cherago Cubs 5
SI Loxes 10. Atlanta 4
Mondev's Grine
Cinannaa (Harang 7-4) at St Louis (Suwon 10-6).
710pm
PeLsburgh (S Burnett 5-4) at Arizona (Webb 4-14).
8 35 p m
Atlanta (ilampion 8-8) at San Diego (Hitchcock 01). 905pm
Florida (Pavano 12-5) at Los Angeles (Weaver 1°-

American League 5tandinge
All Times CDT
East Onnsion
GB
Pct
L
•
641
42
75
Nenv York
12
10
552
52
64
Barton
2
491 17 1,
59
57
Baltimore
458 21 Ii?
64
54
Tampa Bay
1/2
41528
69
49
Toronto
Central Dreision
GB
Pet
L
•
547
53
64
Minnesota
2
529
56
63
Cleveland
4
513
56
59
Chicago
10
482
63
54
Devon
1/2
21
362
74
42
Kansas City
West Division
GB
Pet
L
—
556
52
65
Oakland
1/2
552
52
64
Texas
1/7
551
53
65
Anaheim
21
376
73
44
Swabs

Sunday's Genus
Bailirnons 11. Tororio 7
Minnesota 4, 01110411110 2. 10 innings
Texas 6. Tampa Bay 2
ChiPago While Sox 5 Boston 4
Seelig 7, N.Y.Yankees 3
Anaheim 3. Detroit 2
Karnes City 8, Osiclancl 1
Mondays Game
Toronto (J /Wier 1-1) st Boston (Lowe 10-10) 605
pm
Oaidand (Redman 8-91 at Baltimore (Bedard 5-61
6.05 pm
Cleveland iSabathia 9-6) at Texas (Callaway 0-1)
7 05 p m

10). 9 lOpm
Montreal (Patterson 2-2) at San Francisco (Rueter
6-9) 9 15 p m

SportsBriefs
"Meet
•The Calloway County High School football team will hold its annual
will be
the Lakers" event on Tuesday. Aug. 17 at 6 p.m. at Laker Field. Barbecue
other guests
served. Coaches and athletes will eat free. Tickets for parents and
ips, t-shirts and
membersh
selling
be
will
Club
n
Touchdow
CCHS
The
$4.
are
other fund-raising items. The public is invited

OSA

Stewart shrugs off stomach
cramps to win at Watkins Glen
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP)
— Tony Stewart has been called
all sorts of names in his stormy
racing career. Nobody is likely to
ever call him a quitter, though.
Plagued by stomach cramps
throughout the Sirius at the Glen
on Sunday, Stewart fought through
the pain and won NASCAR's road
race at Watkins Glen International for the second time in three
starts.
"You can tell guys that you
don't give up on them, and the
race goes on and they know you're
sick, to put on a performance like
this shows that you're not giving
up on them," Stewart said afterward, still grimacing. "These guys
have never given up on me no
matter what's happened. With a
car like we had today. I wasn't
going to take a win away from
those guys."
Stewart, who started fourth.
showed his muscle right from the
start, passing pole-sitter Jimmie
Johnson and road-race wizard Jeff
Gordon, a four-time Glen winner,
on the second lap. Then the stomach began churning after a caution on lap IS. and with another
75 laps remaining his team had
road-course ace Boris Said scrambling to get ready for a switch.
if only for show.
"We went green before we could
get everything together," crew chief
Greg Zipadelli said. "We were trying not to make it too easy on
him. We were stalling."
Good move. Stewart went on
to lead 46 of the 90 laps on the
11-turn layout and passed Casey
Mears for the lead on lap 76. By
then Canadian road-race star Ron

Representing

Sponsored

Your life
Your health

LOURDES LIFESCAN
LifeScan CT screening:
Because you want peace
of mind about what's
going on inside your body.
Why wonder? Take advantage
of the opportunity to get quick,
accurate answers about your
health. Because Lourdes offers
a proactive plan to provide
insight and early detection.

Heart Scan
Virtual Colonography
Chest Scan
Body Scan
not payfar CT:wan Serrening exams.
at the rune ofappoihnneou.

In %meaner COMptiliie% (by
Pavonent i.s due

rek
AP Photo

the NASCAR
Tony Stewart. bottom, celebrates after winning
Sunday.
N.Y..
Sirius at The Glen race at Watkins Glen.
Fellows was the only driver left
to mount a challenge. Fellows,
who started last, moved to second on the next lap and managed
to draw within less than two sec-

onds.
But out front was where Stew art felt best and he wasn't about
to give it up.

caw

I
HIGH SCHOOLBACK.
FOOTBALL'S

TICKETS ON The Trophy Case, Stadium Box Office
Participating High Schools
SALE HERE:

Your life. Your choice.

Call 270-444 2299
Toll Free 866-277-6539

AT MSU'S STEWART STADIUM

41111 TICKETS ON SALE NOW...
• Advance - $7 adults / $5 students
At Gate - $8 adults / $6 students

LOURDES

?‘a

p rogreSS b owl
2004

FRIDAY - AUGUST 20
6 PM - MURRAY HIGH vs. LONE OAK
8 pm - Marshall Co. vs. Grayson Co.
SATURDAY - AUGUST 21
6 pm - Graves Co. vs. Owensboro HS
8 PM - CALLOWAY CO. vs. DYERSBURG
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7:00
7:30 1 8:00 ! 8:30 1 9:00 ; 9:30 , 10:00 1 10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00 ' 12:30
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Best TV Shows
Skive **Yr *.Arasac Pant ur(2001) X
News
Friends X Friends X Piiifebte
Kimmel Live
trSILAIIC 3 3 3
Beet TV Shows
Movie: **`et "Anew Pei sir(2001)X
News I MOM* Seinleld Seiteki
,
lbws'Live
iv$111144C 4 4
XXVII Sumner Olympics(In Stereo) X
News
XXVII Summer Olympics X
*YWCAS 5 5
SW
Deer [Raymond tiwo Men CS Miami Extreme
[Late Show (In Stereo Entietiin [The Late Lab Show
WS04111C 5 14 4 XXVII Swims"Olympics Iln Stereo) X
News I XXVII Sumter Olympics X
011111.ABC 7 7
7 Best TV Shows
Moe* sr'', "Juresec Pe*lif(2001)X
Nightline Jimirry Kinvele4 Live Unfold !Holly1lews
WIMT-P9S 8 8
Favorites
Hist Detectives I
KISS-Fox 9 9 213 70s Show 70e Show The Casino On Stereo i '70s Show WIII-Grace Stepsons
Frasier X King
Becker I Paid Pro# Drew
TV-UPN 10 17 11 30 One
Half
GirtGinNevis
Friends X Oman Winfrey I
Harvey
Hamm
116m1Dete 5th Wheel
KEYS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Still
Yes. Dear Raymond [Two Men CSI: Miami Extreme News I Late Show (In Stereo) Friends X The Late
Late Show
WON
16 319 10 Movie. *a': lied Near (1988. Drama)
VIGN News at Nine X Becker I BeckerI Ellmidate 501 Wheel Osbourn* Show
i------INSP
1153 2$
Brkthrgh Barn C
Your Day I Life Today Today
Spinstural Holcomb Ws/km Follow
Brenner kispirtiord køois
WKMU-PLIS 21 21 5 11 Kentucky TonigM X Alone-Wildems
Kentucky Author
News
Ky life
Alaska
Naturescn Charlie Rose(N)X
22 14 10
7th Heaven'Anger I Summer
Judy
Judy
Roseanne Roseanne Extra I Paid Prog. Ripiey
Road Rule
t
ESPN
24 29 26
NFL PMMISSOrl Football Sear.ie Sear\aWks at teen Bay Packers X SportsCenter live)I Outside
Baseball SportsCater ilive)I
ESPN2 25 30 25 (600) MLB Baseball Teams 1.: Be Annc.oced Baseball Tonight I UtIlitymen
Streetbel Street/aft yearbook Yearbook
WV
26 49 27 24 Uncensored
Road Rule[Road Rule Road Rule[Assistant Scandal [MTV Spec MTV Spec*
MTV After Hours
,
TNT
2$ 27 36 14 awlL
Order I
Law & Order 1
Law & Order I
Homicide Lite
The X-Fies Within
The X-Rles "Without"
TLC
29 41 41
Trauma Lite
Body Work(N)
What Not to Wear X Trauma: Lib
Body Work (N)
What Not to Wear X
UFE
30 52 31 31 (6-00) Movie
Movie: *a "A Stranger to Love"(1996. Drama) Golden
Golden
Nanny
Nanny
Mad Abt. Mad Ale.
USA
32 51 49 5 Law & Order
jibs*:** 'flayighr(1996, Drama)Sylvester Stallone. X Law & Order
Monk 4
Martin I
AMC
34 58 29
Movie: etc Vain% to Exhae"(1995) Whitney Houston Movie: *** llas01985. Drama)Cher. P0-13*
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A&E
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Family
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Club X
Videos
Videos
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SPIKE
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The System
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The System
Forensic Forensic
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67 39
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Club Comic
News
!Cortege Midnight Love
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CMTV
70 34
Movie:•a'i -Speedway" 3968) Else Presley Rascal Flans Melt
Smash Hits
Movie: **Si "Speedway-(1968)Ehis Presley.
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(In Stereo)I
X
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Movie: etc The Matrix Reloaded(2003)'Levu Reeves. Movie: ** "I Spy"(2002)P0-13 Movie: "Passion
Before Mdnight"
SHOW
7% 73 52 -(625) Movie
Movie: act "The LiCe in Winlee(2004) Perk* Stewart X Winter
Movie: a'n 'Dracula II: Ascension" Red Shoe
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Movie: *a': "Pocahontas"(1995)*G' X
So Raven Sister
Bug Juice Lizzie
Boy World[Even
Kim
Proud
FLIX
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Movie: **a'2 •The Long Good Friday"(1980) Movie: ***In "Awakenings"(1990)11G-13' X Movie: a** "Midnight
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News
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Newt
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News

News
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News If News it

7 News
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SportsCenter
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HBO
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FLIX
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7 Days X
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Packers Spin
On Air Ryan
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Enter- [Style
Starting Over I May.
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Oprah WinfreyI
WON
16 38 9 10 News Iln Stereo) Heat of Night
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INSP
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Lite
Family Inspir- Fellow- Inspir- Mass
Reppies Discov- Travel Mixt
1
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— than in 1909. The amount of
farmland in the state has dropped to
13.8 million acres, about 40 percent
of the 1909 figure.
Mike Ovesen, executive director
of the Kentucky Pork Producers
Association, said changes in the
industry haven't meant fewer young
people exhibiting their products at
the fair.
"It's a nice time to blend the
urban and rural communities."
Ovesen said. "Besides the state fair
giving us the opportunity to exhibit
the best that we have, it also brings
out the youngster in all of us. And
the most important thing agriculture
raises is the next generation."
Kentucky's state fair, at age 100,
is a relatively young one. The first
state fair was in New York in 1841,
and Iowa is celebrating its 150th this
month.
The fair bounced between several cities and Louisville locations
before ground was broken for the
Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center,
where the fair was first held in 1956.
Currently, the 520-acre property
is the seventh-largest public facility
of its kind in the United States. It
has more than 1 million square feet
of indoor space and also has a permanent amusement park. Six Flags

Kentucky Kingdom, that opened in
1986.
"You'll find that we are atypical
because there's probably not another state fairgrounds in the country
that is made up like this one,"
Workman said. "We are a major
trade show and convention center.
Most other state fairgrounds just try
to hold other events."
The site is also home to the
Nationalfarm Machinery Show and
the North American International
Livestock Exposition. ,
The fair has stayed progressive,
Workman said, by adding corporate
sponsors to supplement revenue and
investing in its facilities. Work on a
$50 million expansion of exhibit
space is slated for completion in
October 2005. After that, Workman
has his sights set on a convention
hotel and walkway.
Beyond that, Workman says the
state fair will keep in step with the
times without forgetting its heritage.
"You're going into more of your
high-tech age." he said. "But you
have to remember what brought
you. You have to remember the
roots of the fair, generally an agriculture base. That will always be
what keeps you stable."

Mobile home owners want better protection
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — by the AARP, a national group repCatherine Cunningham had to resenting the interests of older
repeatedly fight eviction from Americans.
Colonial Estates Mobile Home Park
Generally,"good cause" includes
in southwestern Jefferson County.
failure to pay rent; a violation of
Cunningham blames her prob- community rules; or disorderly conlems on retaliation after she tried to duct or a conviction for a crime that
organize other residents and alerted threatens the welfare of other resithe media about poor conditions at dents.
the park. After proving she was cur"We're lagging behind," said
rent on her rent in a November evic- Rich Seckel, director of the Office
tion attempt, Cunningham said, she of Kentucky Legal Services
got another eviction notice about Programs.
three months later.
Housing advocates say the cost
The mobile home park where she of moving mobile homes and the
still lives was alleging that she had- inability to move some because of
n't paid rent — for the same period their age and condition often puts
she'd already proved she had paid.
residents in the position of having to
"It was ridiculous," said sell at fire-sale prices or just leave
Cunningham, a former paralegal, in their trailer behind, losing any equian interview with The Courier- ty they had.
Journal of Louisville. "It was a
In some cases, it has left people
fool's folly."
homeless, according to advocates
But those legal battles point to a and court records.
problem with Kentucky's laws, say
State Rep. Jim Wayne, DCunningham and other housing Louisville, introduced a good-cause
advocates. The state is one of 17 bill during this year's session of the
states without a law requiring that General Assembly, but it died withmobile home park owners show out a hearing in committee.
"good cause" for eviction and one of Advocates hoping for more success
14 states without any laws specifi- during next year's legislative sescally providing protection for sion testified at a hearing in June
mobile home owners in dealing with before House and Senate members
park operators, according to a study on the joint local government corn-
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By ELLEN R. STAPLETON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Approaching its 100th birthday, the
Kentucky State Fair still has great
appeal among a public that is less
directly involved in the agriculture
industry than it was a century ago,
the fair's top executive said.
Harold F. Workman, president
and CEO of the Kentucky State Fair
Board for over a decade,said the 11day event remains popular and
financially sound at a time when
nearby state fairs have lagging
attendance and looming budget
deficits. This year's fair runs Aug.
19-29.
The fair drew 625,657 people last
year. Workman said surveys show
most come from urban and suburban
areas within 50 miles of the
Louisville fairgrounds. Surveys also
show that the animal exhibits are
among the most popular attractions,
Workman said.
"Lots of people don't see livestock every day, except maybe in a
field when they're driving down the
road," Workman said.
According to the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics Service, there
were about two-thirds fewer
Kentucky farms in 2002 — 86,500
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Kentucky State Fair still
going strong in 100th year
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Harold Workman, president and CEO of the State Fair board, stands near the construction expansion project at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center in Louisville, Ky. Approaching its 100th
birthday, the Kentucky State Fair still has great appeal among a public that is less directly
involved in the agriculture industry than it was a century ago, the fair's top executive says.
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mittee.
Seckel said mobile or manufactured homes represent more than 14
percent of housing units in
Kentucky, which is almost double
the national average. More than a
third of those residents are 60 or
older and almost a third are retired.
State 'Rep. Steve Riggs. 13Louisville, said the June hearing
"served as a wake-up call. People
didn't know that was happening."
Riggs said he would like to see a
scaled-down version of Wayne's bill
passed in next year's legislative session.

"We have to be careful that we
don't take away the owner of the
land's ability to expel (a tenant)
from their park if the person hasn't
paid on time or is doing something
illegal on the premises or has been
convicted of something," he said.
Sometimes, mobile home owners
use other laws to fight eviction. For
example, in one eviction attempt
against her, Cunningham countersued and won a judgment under a
state anti-retaliation law.
But that law has been adopted
only in the three major urban areas
of the state — Louisville, Lexington
and much of northern Kentucky —
and a few other areas, according to
Seckel and Bradley Christy, a staff
attorney with Legal Aid of the
Bluegrass in Covington.
Others have sued, but such cases
are also difficult to win. Christy
said.
Carl Buckley, the current
Colonial Park manager, said he
couldn't discuss the claims in the
suits because he wasn't manager at
the time the alleged problems
occurred. But he said he wouldn't
have a problem with a good-cause
law.
"That's more than fair," said
Buckley, who said he became manager in June.
Mike Bruner, manager for the
Autumn Lake Mobile Home Estates
in southwestern Jefferson County,
said he doesn't believe park owagn
can afford to evict tenants without
reason. "We don't evict for the fun
of it," he said. "This day and age in
our industry, the vacancies are so
bad" that evictions are a last resort,
he said.
Buckley added that his park
doesn't evict people without a rea-

son.
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger it Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised helm is sobert to the Federal Fau
Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise my preferena, lunitahon or discrimination based on we,coiot, relive% sex, handicap.
tareshal status or national onget or intention to make am such pret
ssences,limitations or discrutunahoo

ADJUSTMENTS
Marleers are requested to Med( the first
ineertion ot their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times wil be responsible tor only one
ncorrect merlon Any error shout:10e reported
mrnedotely so corrections can be mode.

Mart laws kmbid demminaton m the Nair TrrItAl of ads rttL111-1X
real estate based on factor, in addition to those protected ur,dcr
evil law.
We will knowingly accept any advertng for real estate which is rim
in vioiatsin of the law AU Femme are hereby informed that dE
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity basis

DEADLINES
Frt. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.

Monday
Tuesday

Wod. 11 am.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

For further assistince with Fair Housing AdNertising
requuements. contact NAA Counsel Rene F !Adam.
(/03i S48-1000

•••••
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Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
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Land For Rent or Lease
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560
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NOTICE OF HEARING
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearing in
the Calloway County Board of Education meeting room on August 31,
2004, at 6:00 p.m. to hear public comments regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 38.4 cents.
The General Fund levied in fiscal year 2003-2004 was 37.2 cents and
produced revenue of $3,415,115.30. The proposed General Fund tax
rate or 38.4 cents is expected to produce $3,66403.76 for 2004-2005. Of
this amount, $60,816.08 is from new and personal property. The compensating tax rate for 2004-2005 is 37 cents and is expected to produce
$3,530,709.35.
The general areas to which revenue in excess of 2003-2004 is to be
allowed are as follows: Cost of collections, $7,475.65; building fund,
$14,203.74 and instruction, $227,509.07.
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement
and the information contained therein.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF MEETING OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
The date of the regular September 2004 meeting of the Calloway County Board of
Education has been changed from September
9, 2004, to September 16, 2004 at 6:00 p.m.
The meeting will be held at Calloway County
High School, 2108 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky.

Wive

STENT VIDMER

Lost and Found

Orchards
COPELAND
Peaches, Nectannes, To
matoes, vegetables May
field (270) 623-8312

DIAMOND cluster nng in
silver mounting. SentimenReward.
value.
tal
753-2477

KARATE! Classes forming now. For more infornahon. call 753-3218

LOST: Fnday August 6th
4:16PM Man's billfold in
Kroger Reward Please
call 753-4774

PRACTICAL Dental Assisting We are now taking
applications for the class
which starts September
11, 2004. You will be
trained on Saturdays for
11 weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for a
new career Most dental
assistants have evenings,
weekends & holidays off.
For information call: Dr
Bohle, (270)
Charles
442-0256. Limited enrollment, Call Now
PSYCHIC readings by
Mrs. Ann. Tells past. present. future_ Advise on all
affairs of life. 767-0508

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

REWARD. LOST. Peppered colored dachshund.
Very friendly, lost in East
Elementary area Companion of elderly stroke
call
Please
victim.
753-2643

060

Hills
CHEROKEE
Steakhouse looking for experienced servers able to
work Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday Evenings
appointment
for
Call
436-5566 ask for Patty

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE

SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

For project in Murray, KY. Must have experience with industrial & commercial
concrete work. Physical & drug screen
required. Competitive pay and benefits.
including medical insurance, 401(k), and
paid holidays. If interested call: (859)3338238.
Denham-Blythe Company. Inc.
855 Springfield Hwy, Suite 101
Goodlettsville, TN 37072

PURITY DAIRIES

No phone calls please.

Nick's Family
Sports Pub
has immediate opening
for Janitor
Apply in person at
616 North 12th St.

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
00000000000000000

PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is now accepting
applications for full time
salaried manager. To apply, you must be at least
21 years of age. have a
reliable car, with a clean
cfnving record Must have
one year restaurant management experience, be
able to perform under
stress, possess leadership
have
and
qualities
abilities
multi-tasking
Benefits include 401-K opportunity. Paid vacations,
health, dental, vision insurance. positive work en-

Disposal

Al Types of Pefvse Service
1i68004854033

PLACE
YOUR AD HERM

ROUTE SALES
OPPORTUNITIES
Purity Dairies has an immediate opening for
Commission Route Sales Driver in Murray
KY. Applicants must possess the ability to
sell high quality products and provide excellent customer service in a professional manner. CDL Class A/Airbrakes and previous
route sales experience desired. Outstanding
compensation and benefits including medical,
dental, prescription program, vision, 401K,
and employee stock purchase plan.
Complete an application at the Calloway
County Department of Labor located at 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY. For more information call 1-800-933-6455.
EOE/M/FN
www.jobsPpuritydairies.com
060
Help Wanted

070
Position Wanted

$12.00 per week.
2x2
(13 Week Contract)
090
Domestic Si Childcare

We are currently accepting applications for fulltime Sales Supervisors
and Sales Associates.
We need people who
are dependable, honest
and willing to work the
hours they are needed.
Experience in sales
helpful. If you meet
these requirements
please apply at our store
located at
The Shoppes of Murray.

EOE, M/F

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

270-753-2411

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaat,IKaren lsaao,. Ownerc

150
Articles
For Sale

Call Jill Stephens at

753-1916
and place your ad today!

Mobile Homes For Sale

11

•REDUCED" 1994 16x60
WILL clean up before and
Sale. antique Spiral 2 bed 1 bath set-up
after renters, new con- ,MOVING
remodeling, china cabinet. beds, sofas. and ready to move into
struction,
glass dining Home features kitchen apfloors, windows, kit, baths, dressers,
washer/dryer
Experienced. room table. 4 upholstered pliances.
etc.
chairs, wicker entertain- new carpet throughout
436-5914. Valerie
ment center and more and central air Pay as lit120
sells. tle as $700 down and payEverything
Computers
i
731-247-5935
ments of only $173/month
Home is located on lot
160
APPLE iBook OS 9.2 lapEl0 in Coach Estates For
Home Furnishings
top_ Purchased new Dec
more information contact
2001 DVD player. 600
Starks Bros Homes @
BED and dresser set.
MHz, includes carrying
1-800-455-3001
$150. Kitchen table with 3
case $500 060. Call
trailer
house
FREE
table
Coffee
$75.
chairs.
492-8282, leave msg
and end table. $100. 10'x51 . trailer, no title, no
MOM COMPUTERS
wheels, no tongue Has
270-748-6547
A+ Certified Technician
and bathroom.
kitchen
KITCHEN table & 6 chairs
On site service
storage
for
Great
753-0539.
$6500
759.3556
436-5610
140
large cherry desk. GOT BAD CREDIT. WE
Want to Buy
daybed/coverlet CAN HELPI No money
set, TV & stand, down with deed Repos,
repos. repos. We got to
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
iron antique baby roll 'em. Save thousands
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
bed, student desk, 731-642-6438
753-3633
household items
280
BUYING aluminum cans
Mobile Homes For Rent
Key Auto Parts 753-5562
753-5677
CASH paid for
293-2120
good, used guns
(1) 2BR for rent C/H/A
credit
Benson Sporting Goods.
approved
with
MOVING matching sofa, 437-4465
519 S 12th. Murray
love seat, club chair, and
blue 2BR $275 753-6012
JUNK cars wanted_ Free ottoman in chambray
condition 3BR $295 753-6012
new
almost
753-7439
hauling,
Teak table and 4 WATERFRONT
14x70
USED carpeting. electric $650
$250 mobile home on Johnson
chairs
baseboard heaters, refrig- arm
Creek 3BR, 1-1/2BA, cenerators. air conditioners. 492-8119
cablevidoors, and storm windows SINGLE waterbed head- tral air and heat.
board w/mirror, shelves, sion, no pets $400 rent
Z53-4109
deposit
plus
underneath
WANT to buy drawers
8360
1-270-4925pm
after
767-9852
Call
$150
Trucks.
and
Junk Car
320
or
474-2540
(270)
180
Apartments For Rent
293-6199 Six days a
Lawn & Garden
,keek.
1 & 2BR apts available fo
150
Articles
occupancy
FARM-ALL cub Tracto immediate
For Sale
w?42 in woods Belly Please call 753-8221
cond
Good
mower
1BR apt, newly redeco18FT car-hauler trailer $1850 270-489-2440
rated 753-8588
492-8790

vironment, low employee
turnover rate. 40 hour ENGLISH Tutor Bachework week General man- lor's Degree in English
ager position will be avail- from MSU. 3yrs experiable in December to the ence in tutoring college
right applicant. Please fax level students with learnto ing disabilities Will come
resume
your
Serious to your home. Students in
270-886-5869.
applicants only to apply
middle school or higher
preferred 270-759-1368

rdawahares

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

for as little as

CARPENTERS & LABORERS

has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
onented with food
service experience
Apply at 616 N. 12th.

GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring for
the following positions:
LPN-RN - weekend option
6p-6a. Work 12 hours, get
hours.
16
for
paid
2P-10P
LPN-RN-PRN
shift. CMA-PRN 2p-10p
shift, CNA - full-time
6a-2p, 2p-10p. 10p-6a
Anyone interested in becoming part of our team
may apply in person.

ommercitti Wiiste

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
‘,, I goal /pportunity Emploci

Help Wanted
TAKING applications to
cooks, servers. Must have
expenence and job expenence Apply at Rudy's on
the square 104 S. 5th St.
No phone calls.

1485-3674757

4270:759-5000

shouhl send resume v,,

tt\kIfl\

Notice

MEDICARE

1486-FOR MRJS

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Onvera

II you have a proven track record in sah •
‘411(iy working with the public (ire motivated it
love a challenge and hare high energy
coidd be the sales representative We
hir
Inc
.hM responsibilities include working with
,toblished local businesses to develop takertisint: plans and developing new business
accounts in ;Murray and sat rounding areas.
Paid holidays and vacatiim. health and dental
plans. whirs.phis commission. areali pfiri rip
e.leellelif benefit ptutage.

FOE M/F/D

020

reillreakv;,4r.Alla.
.
'

irmorrilia/c/y.

SUP
ACCOUNTING
Full-time/Local.
PORT
Excellent opportunity for
dedicated and qualified
candidtate_ Position requires general clerical and
bookkeeping skills including basic understanding of
MS OFFICE applications.
Customer serviceiphone
skills a must (no telemarketing) Experience with
ACH and credit card transactions a definite plus.
Send resume to: LRP,
P.O Box 1279. Murray.
E-mail
42071.
KY
lparker@icscci.com or fax
to 270-753-7740

,l \II N.!
1111s1s, \\ :sli\ I 1:11,

394 Main St.
Murray, KY 424171

/he 11urro% /..edger & Times has a
trilri/of!'.
retail mlverlising miles /nisi/

He Waited

753-1752

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 10091 of
the Deductibles?

ail g
,e
labP(tr

Limousines & Vans

- Position Available -

060

DIN OR( IA s 1(1)1 /S1 II'( )1t I
CRINIIN XI 1k %FE 1( /1)1 1
PLRSON I. IN,H RI

Air.Ct#

Advertising Sales

elmslified

VISA

190
GOLF clubs Titleist 962
Farm Equipment
irons 3-P/W used 27 holes
exec. cond. $375 Mizuno
MX-20 irons new 3-P/W
2003 New Holland TB 100
$350. Misc, drivers and
with QT loader. 165 hours
new,
Most
fairway woods.
(270)436-6092
$25,500
all have graphite shafts
areg. flex. 731-642-4627
Pans, TN
Heavy Equipment
[

113

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

090
Domestic & Childcare
HOUSEKEEPER with ex
penence & local refer
ences reasonable & flexi
ble 436-6028

270-753-1916

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

SUBSTITUTE-CARE(non-medical)
GIVER.
Now available for assignment Reliable on any
shift, 8 hour minimum
rates
Reasonable
759-4023

Murray Ledger & Times
First Come

First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

1991 - 9400 Internationa
Eagle with sleeper 1993
Cat Power, 9 speed, Air
Ride, PTO. 10 aluminum
wheels, 75% rubber, new
water pump Clean truck
$8.5013
Asking
270-753-0212 ask for
Brad

litobOo Homo For Solo
84" tooter, 4 bedroom. 2
bath Loaded. This home
is one you do not want to
miss' Only $34.995
731-642-6185

no
Apartments For Rent

1 or 2BR apts. 1 or 2BR
mobile homes all utilities
included Call after 7PM
270-703-6966
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
S200Imn 753-4109
1 or 2BR available part of
a 4 room suite All utilities,
furly furnished including
appliances near campus,
pets are allowed, C/H/A
Separate baths, no deposit $324 month per
(270)977-0529,
room
1270)543-4469
1702 Oakhill Extra nice
2BR newly decorated duplex C/H A WD hookup.
all appliances furnished
No pets Lease/deposit
$425 month 767-0884,
293-7403

1 br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid
Downtown, no pets Call
(2701226-9131
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Murr.al Realty 753-4444
1BR studio $345 p/mo
1BR wi study. WI), $350
p/mo. 2BR townhouse.
W/D. $410 p/mo, Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message
W/D
carport.
1BR.
hookup, clean, no pets.
$345/month. 753-6931 or
293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days
(4114:gnarl RE 759-4118
2 bedroom apt. Northwood
Subd . water. sewer, garbage pick-up included.
lease. deposit required.
293-5117
Cambridge
2BR Apt
area 293-6968

Classified

ulpTher Savings
Purchase a line ad for 3 day &
receive 1 day FREE!
Purchase a line ad for 6 days &
receive 2 days FREE!
• Private party for sale items only

• No changes or refund for early cancellation
• Ad must be prepaid

DEADLINES
Monday & Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday 11 am
Friday 11 am
Monday 5 pm
Wednesday 11 am
Wednesday 5 pm
Thursday 12 noon

Come By or Call 753-1916 and ask for
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown.

IS

We accept visa and Mastercard

31IE
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday,August 28th, 2004 @ 10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: 302 South 13th Street, Murray,
KY. Just Off 641 South. Take Vine Street West
i Block To South 13th Street, Turn Left
Property 1/2 Block South On The Right. Signs
Posted!!
ATTENTION: HOME BUYER'S, LOOKING
FOR THAT GREAT HOUSE HERE IT IS!

illi

vkaa Mewl

vim

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

1997 GMC Conversion
van, Emerald division,
95K, excellent shape
$8,000. Call 293-3347 or
767-0834
1 997 Nissan Quest mini
van, excellent condition_
$5,700. 116,000 miles
759-4874
1997 red Nissan Quest,
98,800 miles, NADA value
$3,900. must sell $3,200
Q130. 767-9865
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear A/C,
4 captain's chairs, new
tires, everything, works,
used for long distance
travel, excellent condition.
Call 767-9442

•All Size Units Available
•Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
4/s

Lake Property

Ma

rcycisei ATV's

ALAN'S PAINTING

LAWN mowing in Murray

E1009 WI the Spnng with
professional intenor/exterior painting reasonable
rates. Free estimates! Satisfaction Guarantee! 731593-5155

Quick service Call Tim
270-978-1431
LAYTON Hudson hauling, landscaping, backhoe
8. loader work 753-4545
or 492-6265

SEPTIC
ALEXANDER
SERVICE Septic tank and

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning

grease trap cleaning and
repair. Access risers in753-5933.
stalled.
1-877-335-1500
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS (270)

direct
We now manufacture. Huy
&
Ordar by 11
pick up next day.

) ,t)00-i- sq. ft. ut 29 .5z 26 gauge in

"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"

mom
*l & *2 available in

Call Metal Mall -

753-5827

293-8726 OR 759-5534
2002 1500 Kawasaki Notrimming,
MOWING,
chuck Van Buren
mad. 3.000 miles. $11,500
REAL ESTATE: Beautiful Brick Home On Large
mulching, painting, odd
ASPHALT
OBO. 753-0331
x 189' Lot With Mature Landscaping and Large
Do the OWNERS where you buy yotif
Arts (loaning 767-0533
Travis Asphalt
Shade Trees In Fenced In Back Yard. Home
2002 Prairie 650 4x4. 50
new flooring personally install for you?
PAYTON Lawn Care
Sealcoating
Featuring 3 Bedrooma, 2 Bathrooms, Kitchen Has
hours. excellent condition.
Landscaping.
and
Service
Owner
Tony Travis,
Dishwasher & Double Sided Refrigerator, Open
2002 Suzuki LT80, excelwe nay Over 34753-7728
Mowing, leaf raking, and
*Driveways
Wed Trucks
Years Experiencel
Family Room, Utility Room, & 1 (7ar Carport With
lent condition. 293-3769 or
MINI•
fertilizing and also land*Parking Lots
492-11.514
Concrete Drive Entrance. This Property Speaks For
Watt Our Showroom Today
Phone
scaping
FREE ESTIMATES
Itself In This Quitet & Peaceful Neighborhood, And
2000 Yamaha 650 V-Star STREET Hot Rod, 1978
Of
270-436-5507
753-2279
ls Selling Absolute To The Highest Bidder.
Classic. Black w/ lots of Chevy custom deluxe
293-2417, short bed, really nice BACKHOE & TRUCKING 276-293-7717. Day or
Real Estate Sells At 10:00 A.M.
extras.
•
night
sharp looking truck.
ROY HILL.
REGARDLESS OF PRICE!
1 acre lot in Kerry Landing 753-0784 after 5 p.m.
QUICK & Right. Painting,
for
details
Call
gravel,
system,
*sun
$3,500.
Septic
ANN
WALKING DISTANCE TO MURRAY STATE
Apgt
ev
Sat..
9-12
Gott
Borders
p.n.,
subdivision
Rows M
House work, Yard work,
Mem
white rock.
731-644-0750
UNIVERSITY,& MURRAY BUSINESSES!
Ikry10-149.1nSaididlarasr to Too Trptcatist111.11et.
Used Cars
Course Appraised at
(270)761-2559
lohs
Odd
436-2113
2004 GMC Sierra regular
$75,000. will sell for
REFLECTIONS Window
OPEN HOUSE DATES: Tuesday, August 17th &
270-898-7042
CHRYSLER New Yorker cab V-6 long-bed, white, Dozer work & Track hoe Cleaning. 753-9682
at
Starting
Tuesday. August 24th, 5-7 p.m. Each Day.
CARPORTS
0130.
1979 pillared hard top 320 miles. $15,000
$675. installed. Roy Hill RITA'S detail shop: Wash,
Lots For Rent
2-tone green, 1 owner. Ex 270-759-0049
wax, clean up windows,
in
Balance
REAL ESTATE: I5'4 Down Day(4 Sale
cellent body and interior 1992 S-10 truck $1,800 (270)436-2113
carpet & seats. Call for
n
i
F
30 Days. Make Your Inspections Prior To Day o
Concrete
NICE 2BR mobile home Runs great Good tires firm. 436-5952
Sale, Buyer Will Be Required To Sign A Lead Based lots for rent No pets Extras $1,275 436-5776 '87 Nissan, V-6, air, ishing, Driveways, Side- appt. 293-9060
ROOF REPAIRS
Be
Will
Premium
etc.
Buyer's
10.4
A
Patios,
walks,
Paint Waiver.
$1,200. 293-7870
753
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
COMPLETE NEW
2004 Toyota Camry SE.
759-3229.
Added Ti, The Final And Will Form The Total
SHINGLES,
ROOFS,
18,000 miles. $17,7043
Contract Price
DAVE'S Window Clean'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
Services Offered
PAINTED METAL AND
0130 Being deployed.
ing, residential and com*Brick 'All External Cleaning
RUBBER TYPE ROOFS.
293-1471
mercial 270-436-2347
'Acid Cleaning Available
436-2867 Joe's Small En
FARMLAND 79(acres WI
EXPERIENCE
YEARS
30
DNJ HANDYMAN
65 tendable, NVViCalloway 1998 Cadillac DeVille. 32 gine Repair. Free pick We do all the odd jobs you
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
CARTER ROOFING.
Real Estate & Auction (800)
County $2.100 an acre valve Northstar V 8. up/delivery.
HAZEL, KY 492-8688
don't have time for. Pius,
(270)
(270) 767-0313
David Borders
75,xxx miles. All power, 436-5141
SEPTIC SYSTEM INA-AFFORDMayfield, KY
380-4318 753-5839
all repairs for home and
247-3253
(270)527-7176
heated leather seats, ABLE Hauling. Clean out
repair,
And
STALLATION.
business.
stereo,
AM/FM
Cassette
DALE RAY HARRIS. Broker/Auctioneer
Homes For Sale
pumping field line replacegarages, gutters, junk &
293-5438
programmable mirrors and tree work.
"People Working For People"
ment, washer beds inWORK
DOZER
530
seats keyed to remote. 492-8688 ROOF REWATERPROOFING
stalled. Excavating, gravel
0 Down Program
REPAIR
&
INSTALL
AND
Dual climate control. Re- PAIRS. New Roofs, all
Services Offered
BASEMENTS
parking lots
and
driveways
(100% Financing)
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
mote door locks, gas filler types. 29 years expenCRAWLSPACES UnderALLEN
BRENT
installed.
Homes
Keith
Baker
Call
Rent
For
ouses
Apartments For Rent
GRAVEL HAULING.
ground roof drains, sur759-1515,
SEPTECH.
WALTERS
today and let's get you door, and trunk. Get 23 ence. Call Carters.
Public or Contract.
Very
nice.
combined.
mpg
face water diversions,
I -877-335-1500
CONTRACTING
HAULhome
new
AFFORDABLE
A-1
your
for
ready
in
home
IBA
2 Room all furnished, all 38R.
$10,000. 435-4146 nights ING all around clean-up, Contact at 270-753-9503
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl shoreline, and erosion
utilities. water, electric. Puryear.TN for rent $450 1-731-644-0013
ENGER Carpet Binding SIMMONS'S Carpentry & Siding, Addition, and Re- control nprap installed,
and weekends.
tree
work.
436gutters,
phone and CabliFirTtru-dett. "per-month References re- 1997- 3131,1 213A doublesince 1991. 270-436-2347 Handyman work. Free es- modeling. Quality Work. storm shelters BRENT
2867
timates. Call 767-0958
Acre-s to pool & fitness quired, available 8/6 Call wide on block foundation.
pr 270-293-6775
SEEPTECH.
Over 30 Years Experi- ALLEN
and 270-519-8570
appointment Garden. tub, fireplace, 1996 Mercury Grand Mar- A-1 Stump Removal
an
r'frini $400'month. $150 tor
Service
Tree
FUTRELL'S
1-877-335-1500
759-1515,
Walters.
with
white
door,
Gerald
4
LS,
quis
ence.
437-3044.
large deck, carport on
ouposit Singles for 5375 270-362-9729
Trimming, removal, stump STATELINE Metals, Inc. 753-2592.
leather seats,
ip plus deposit Call HOUSE/BARN for rent 5 5-1/2 beautiful acres on cordovan miles, 1 owner.
gnnding, firewood. Insur- 641 North Puryear, TN
ABLE hauling. Clean up ed. 489-2839.
information. bedrooms. 2 bathrooms. Cherry Corner Rd. Must 109,000
;r
38251. (731)247-3222.
$4,200.
to
FREE PALLETS
Reduced
We
$59,500.
garages, gutters. junk.
/7017,1 8407
-have room for 3 more peo- see.
Monday thru Thursday
ReRUBBISH
JUNK/
435-4305
anything.
amost
270-436-6218
haul
area.
living
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
(16plex. carport, no ple Shared
moval, we'll haul away al- 8-4, now buying tin
753-7439
$90/GT.
cars
iron
$55/GT,
/ear lease. bathroom, horse stalls, 3BR 2BA brick w, base- 1992
1
!:.
out
Nissan
clean
anything,
Beige
most
First Come • First Serve
and pasture Perfect for ment, large lot and more Maxima, 188,000 miles, K&H Custom Masonry, attics, garages & barns, $60/GT. Come by for the
5:1ZIa..teunlh 753-9616
quality
block,
&
brick
j270)753-7539
area
with
Alma
student
college
?BR. 1 200 sq tt most
well maintained, runs craftsmanship. Free esti- In town mowing. (270) best prices anywhere!
Please No Phone Calls
Roll-off containers also
Call
utilities paid Appliances horses Call 753-9075 36R, 2BA brick house. great
$2,250
mates. 270-376-5410 or 489-2583.
gaAttached
1997
Built
leave
message.
available
pets.
No
furnished.
753-3862
270-705-6636
rage, out building. fenced
767-9037
deck
patio.
yard.
back
Storage
Rentals
3 4. 5. bedroom house. 1.
$92,000. Call 753-1354 or
2. 3 apts 753-1252 or
293-1567
A&F Warehousing
7:D31/6.06.
BY owner, 3BR, 2BA, imby Jacqueline Bigar
$20-50
MSU
Near
tee a
quiet
in
Apt
BR
1
A NICE
maculate brick ranch HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, door, all the better. You might
753-7668
neighborhood close to
Tonight:
usual.
than
down
more
bit
2004:
17,
Aug.
home, move-in condition.
ti1C.11 Call 7$3:1474
MURRAY Store and Lock 2,076 sq. ft., fireplace, You hide your feelings that you Treat another to dinner.
FOR Rent: 2 bedroom du- presently has units availa- screened in porch. 2 car
judge to be negative. As a result of VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
P1Qx. 5375. 759-4406
ble 753-2905 or 753- garage. new roof, recently this behavior, you might become ***** You are a pile of energy
FORREST View Apart- 7536
painted & landscaped, ex- very depressed. Learn to express and ideas that cannot be stopped no
ments 1213 N. 16thr St,,
cellent neighborhood. Call your emotions in a way that others matter what. Your ideas hit the
applicaaccepting
now
PREMIER MINISTORAGE for appt_(270)767-0616
can hear. Make sure you get enough bull's-eye right now. Partners and
tions for 2br townhouses.
*Inside climate control
FOR sale by owner 2BR,
EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP)exercise. At times you find a associates could be reactive and
basic rent $360/ month
storage
IBA. with large loft. 1,518 rest and
Potter" novelist J.K. Rowling
meeting.
a
"Harry
rethink
to
you
One bedroom $330 month
a
cause
As
*Security alarmed
sq ft. 110 N. 9th St. child very intense and difficult.
Call 753-1970 leave msg.
What
Tonight:
her young hero will survive to
says
touchy.
is
Family
cre*Safe & clean
unusually
become
you
result,
565.000. 753-3930
LARGE Duplex in quiet.
•We sell boxes!
the seventh book in her series about
FOR sale by owner: 313R, ative, finding solutions quickly. Your would make you happy?
5500.00
private area.
•We rent U-Hauls
the young wizard, but refused to say
IBA, 1611 Ryan Ave., instincts and a conservative streak LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
month, lease + deposit. no
753-9600
near MSU. great starter help you financially. You could hit a ** Establish your boundaries and whether he would reach adulthood.
1.11311_7.52:1087.
G&C
home or investment. money peak this year. Trust your privacy if possible. You might not
Rowling teased a group of fans
NICE 2BR duplex with
STORAGE arici
S55 000 753-3930
want
might
you
with morsels of information as she
work;
to
go
to
want
If
personality.
strong
and
desirability
753-7457 or
carport
PROPANE
FRANKLIN Homes now
single, be careful with whom to stay home. Understand that others gave a reading of "Harry Potter and
43&6357
available at Keith Baker you are
a NOW LEASING
to be involved. This per- are volatile and moody. Add a new the Order of the Phoenix" at the
choose
you
Homes. Comparable to
to your work. Tonight: Edinburgh International Book
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
site biult homes. (731) son could be unavailable and con- dimension
Festival on Sunday.
sleep.
We accept Section
extra
some
Get
If
relationship.
a
into
Tiptoe
trolling.
644-0012
8 vouchers.
"He will survive to book seven,
HAZEL area. remodeled, you are attached, share more of your SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
2BR + extra room, dining inner thoughts with your sweetie. **** To achieve the goal you mainly because I don't want to be
902 Northwood Dr
room, living room, den. You could have issues regarding want, you might need to spend more strangled by you lot, but I don't want
Monday.
new roof. septic. French
and creative expression. than you desire. The unexpected to say whether he grows any older
Wednesday. Friday.
OFFICE space tor rent door. etc. Reduced to children
occurs with risks, creativity and than that," Rowling told the youngyou make money.
helps
VIRGO
759-4984
Phone
Professional 544 900 (731)247-3068
Hutchens
romance. Stay even. You might not sters.
Equal Housing OpportuBuildin 753-4529
LAND Home Packages
She encouraged the fans to try to
be able to identify with others. Focus
nity
Day
of
Kind
the
Show
Stars
The
Available
TOD 11-800-648-6056
Let our land home special- You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4- on your goals. Tonight: Where the piece together future plots for themselves, and urged them to focus on
RED OAKS APTS.
ist help you find your Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1- crowds are.
Special
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21) why Harry's nemesis, the evil warJ.K. Rowling
AKC reg black lab pups dream home package. We Difficult
S100 Deposit
**** A partner is serious about lock Voldemort, had not been killed.
1st shots and wormed sell homes in TN and KY.
'Harry
Potter' author
BE From $280
Call today for details at ARIES(March 21-April 19)
$150 753-5791
"There are two questions I don't
what he or she wants. In fact, somethan
500
More
people had tickets
28R From $325
1-731-644-0012
DOG Obedience
**** To your delight, a financial thing might be bothering this person think I've ever been asked and that I to see the author read from the fifth
Call Today!
LIEU
THE
IN
LAND
Master Trainer
been sitting on might on a deep level. You might need to should have been asked, if you know book. She is still working on the
753-8668.
Bring us the deed to your deal you have
436-2858
handle a work-related what I mean," Rowling said.
sixth book, but has already revealed
TOTALLY furnished apt SHIH-TZU S&W paper land and let us put you in finally hatch. You have done more adjust plans to
She told the gathering they the title: "Harry Potter and the Half
grumble, but keep
might
You
matter.
at
arrive
to
work
of
your
share
than
home.
dream
All utilities included, cable, trained
731-352-0037 your
721-644-0013
this point. Another's view helps, it inside. Tonight: Work as late as should be asking themselves "not Blood Prince."
very nice, quiet. private. 731-842-5151
'why did Harry live' but 'why didn't
Smoke tree in Benton UKC registered bluetick MOVING- must sell: 2.800 even if you might resent it. Do your necessary.
But she remained tightlipped
Voldemort die?"
(270)527-1078
male. 1 year old. Smokey sq.ft. home in Southwest hest to open up past your immediate CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
about
the title of her final book in the
Villa. 4 bedrooms- 3.5 negative reaction. Tonight: Get ***** Make a point of picking
The second question they should
VERY nice 2 bedroom du- River. Spanky. and Hill
series.
Call
$178,500
baths
up the phone and making some think about is: "Why didn't
plex. w;c1, dishwasher. bred Call 767-9740 or
errands done.
"I'm not going to tell you. I'm
753-0539
$400 lease,deposit. 414 759-5379
important calls. Gather information Dumbledore kill,, or try to kill, sorry. The
20
20)
-May
(April
TAURUS
trouble I would be in if I
TO
$62,900,
REDUCED
20.
N. 8th Available Aug.
***** Get into a project with all as well. A partner cares a lot but Voldemort?" she added, referring to did. My agent would have me huntdinIBA.
2BR.
9th.
N.
102
no pets 489-2741.
Livestock I SuppNes
ing. basement, detached the enthusiasm possible. Your natu- doesn't seem to show it. Be easygo- the headmaster of Hogwarts School ed down and killed," she said.
340
garage. deep lot. Excellent nil manner of expressing your needs ing. Detach from those who might be of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
t's
DOUBLE black limousine location. Older house, comes out in your ingenuity and
troublesome. Tonight: Try a new
Houses For Rent
bull 492-8790
good condition. 293-8487, responses. A special relationship restaurant.
293-1867
could be developing into more. AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
\••••,1
pl.t. .111 del'
2BR house with attached
Energy Approach an important conversation ***** You might feel slow and
Southern
Cali us we will be
garage 711 Payne St.,
Homes
glad to help.
tired. Ask for help from an associate,
with care. Tonight: Ever playful.
S395,mo 3BR. 1-1/2BA.
Custom build your home GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Murray Ledger & Times
and you will be able to clear out
701 Broad St $395/mo.
or choose from over 200
270-753-1916
work quickly. Make an appointment
759-4696 or 293-3710
which
your
***
Others
limits,
test
floor plans. Call today for
a checkup. A friend might let you
for
Toss
find
you
quite
might
annoying.
details 1-800-533-3568
or vice versa. Tonight: Settle
down,
into
your energy
a project, and you
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Teen wants social worker to
accentuate the positive

Suggestions for
weight loss
DEAR READERS: Recently, I the post office every day, climbing
responded to a reader who has had stairs at work rather than relying on
phenomenal success with my "no the elevator and taking a longer
flour, no sugar" diet. I welcomed his walk at lunch.
2)Set realistic goals. A drop from
comments and
reviewed some 180 pounds to 120 may be appropriimportant cQn- ate, but at what cost? Would 140 be
stituents of the more reasonable?
3) Pick a simple and inexpensive
mainly,
diet;
that it is flexi- weight-loss plan, such as my "no
ble, inexpen- flour, no sugar" plan, which you can
sive, simple and easily modify.
Based on a November 2003 artihealthful. I also
referred to what cle in The Physician and
ine, I would like to sugDr. Gott I call the "intel- Sportsmedic
lectual/psycho- gest some additional alternatives.
— Be clear in setting goals.
logical" aspect
By
in this
Dr. Peter Gott of dieting that is Work with your doctor
frequently over- regard. The issue we're dealing with
looked by many diet plans — is "How much can I alter my eating
including my own, I am embar- habits and for how long?"
— Chose a diet plan with which
rassed to admit.
you feel comfortable.
So, let's get down to basics.
— Set your weekly goals.
Deciding to embark (or reembark!) on a diet plan can be Ideally, you should be able to lose a
daunting. On one hand, it is a posi- pound a week. If not, why? Do you
tive commitment that will unques- need a full physical examination?
— Be careful about portion sizes.
tionably lead to beneficial health
consequences. On the other, it may For example, use a set of dishes that
result in anger and discomfort, not has small plates and bowls so servings seem larger. Eat small lunches.
to mention failure. Why?
— Don't let a minor dietary set1) To begin with, many overweight patients yearn for a quick back discourage you; recommit the
fix. (It isn't going to happen.) You next day to your diet plan.
— Consider the reality that
took decades to become overweight;
resolution won't occur in a matter of depression and dissatisfaction can
often lead to compensatory overeatmonths.
2) You can lose weight on any ing. You may need to address this
issue with suitable health profesdiet. The problem is keeping it off.
3) Your goals may be unrealistic. sionals.
— As you lose weight,don't simYou didn't lose 50 pounds last
month on a diet, so you forget the ply rely on the scale to confirm your
diet if you don't get better results. success. Tighten your belt a notch or
consider buying some clothes a size
(A problem with expectations.)
4)There are definite cultural fac- or two less than your previous size.
tors that interfere with your best The new outfits should be stylish,
intentions — e.g. fast-food restau- feel comfortable and function to
rants that are open until midnight prove that you can look good.
and have made mega bucks patron- Snappy new clothes will give you
izing people who eat too much too amazing confirmation that your
weight-loss efforts are paying off.
often.
— Most important, maintain a
What are some steps you can
attitude of success. Don't
positive
failing?
from
yourself
keep
take to
1) Increase your exercise level to let yourself become discouraged. If
at least one hour a day. Some exam- you fail to lose a pound this week,
ples for exercise include walking to aim to lose two pounds next week..
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looldogBack
annually to one enlisted man and
10 years ago
Murray City Council appointed officer within the 3.000-man 100th
Richard Knight to fill a spot on the Army Reserve Division.
The Murray City Schools will
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Aug. 21, according to Supt.
open
by
created
Board to fill the vacancy
Eli
the resignation of Dr. Melvin Fred Schultz. Principals are
Robert
High,
Murray
Alexander,
Henley.
Steve Zea who has served for the Glin Jeffrey, Murray Middle, and
and
Taylor, Carter
past 11 years as executive director Dennis
Robertson.
County
loway
Murray-Cal
of
Births reported include a girl to
Chamber of Commerce has resigned
and Mrs. Anthony Duncan.
Mr.
executive
to accept a position as
director of Western Kentucky Aug. 4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
,Kenneth Carson and a boy to Mr.
Corporation.
Births reported include a girl to and Mrs. J. T. Duffy. Aug. 7.
40 years ago
Melissa and Dicky Burps and a boy
Nadine Turner RN has been
Aug.
Orr,
Michael
and
to Michelle
5: a girl to Jane Ann and Gregory appointed as director of nursing at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Gilbert, Aug. 6.
according to Bernard Harvey,
20 years-ago
Published is a picture of Charles administrator.
A small but disastrous fire hit
A. Coleman as he registers for a
Food Marker at 16th and Main
Ed's
new library card at the Calloway
County Public Library. He is the Streets at 7:10 p.m. on.Aug. 14. The
1,376th patron to register in the store is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Ed
approximate two weeks the drive West.
Recent births reported at Murray
has been underway.
include a boy to Mr. and
Hospital
to
boy
a
include
Births reported
Cindy and Billy Potts, a boy to Mrs. Harvey Selvitz, a girl to Mr.
Glenda and John Peirpoint and a and Mrs. Randall Underhill,a boy to
boy to Sherry and Mark Free, Aug. Mr. and Mrs. Cletus L. Spencer, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Edwards
6.
Published are a story and picture and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
about Gladys Lisano, a faculty Higgins.
50 years ago
member of the Technological
Louis T. Pulliam, 26; Murray,
Institute of Costa Rico who has been
Scout Field Executive of this
Boy
at
studying
weeks
here for five
Muray State University. The story area, drowned Aug. 14 in a boating
and picture were by Staff Writer and accident near Kentucky Lake State
Park. His body was recovered Aug.
Photographer Charles Honey.
15 by the Murray Rescue Squad and
30 years ago
Staff Sgt. Donald F. Burchfield the Benton Rescue Squad.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wavel
of Murray has been presented the
at Dexter was destroyed by
Pritchett
Butler
J.
Benjamin
Major Gen.
Community Relations Award given fire on Aug. 14.

DEAR ABBY: I am 16 years old to be a huge benefit, not a punishand a ward of the court. I have a hor- ment.
*MI
rible social worker who never looks
What is the rule
ABBY:
DEAR
I
do.
I
at any of the positive things
good of etiquette concerning guest lists
have
grades and bare- that include both friends and coly ever do any- workers? Does one have to invite all
wrong. co-workers to a pri•rate/personal
thing
Recently I have function, or can a select handful of
doing co-workers be invited? -- NEEDS
been
things that they ADVICE, LATHAM, N.Y.
DEAR NEEDS ADVICE: Much
call "acting out."
I am not acting depends upon the size of your office,
how many co-workers you plan to
out!
last ask, and what percentage will be
our
At
Dear Abby court appear- excluded. If you invite only a few
ance, her report co-workers, it's important that you
By Abigail
stated that I'm a not offend the rest. This can be
Van Buren
juvenile delin- accomplished by keeping the invitaquent who is in need of serious help. tion private, separate from work, and
I am consistently told by the people confidential. However, if you plan to
at the group home where I live that I invite the majority and exclude only
a few, there are bound to be hurt
am none of those things.
How do I tell my social worker feelings and you could create unnecthat she needs to see the positive essary tensions, so I advise against
things I am doing and not just look at it.
the negative? Please help me. I am
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
going nuts. I need to know if it is me
Buren, also known as Jeanne
Van
CONFUSED
-her.
or
DEAR CONFUSED: It's possi- Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
ble that the problem isn't all yours or www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
all hers, but a combination of both. 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
The caseload social workers must
What teens need to know about
manage these days is overwhelming,
drugs. AIDS, and getting along
sex,
they
as
much
that,
means
which
might wish otherwise, they are often with peers and parents is in "What
unable to give each client a lot of Every Teen Should Know." To order,
send a business-size, self-addressed
personal attention.
envelope, plus check or money order
and
misbehaving
is
out"
"Acting
expressing angry feelings in inap- for $5 (U.S. funds only) to: Dear
propriate ways. When a child is sep- Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
arated from home, school, family Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
and friends, that's a good reason to (Postage is included.)
be angry. However, if you and the
people at your group home feel that
the social worker is mistaken, then
the administrator should write a letter to the court explaining that fact.
I'm sure the judge would take it into
consideration. (I know I would.)
West dealer.
P.S. If the social worker thinks
Both sides vulnerable.
you need "serious help" -- which I
NORTH
assume to mean psychological coun•—
seling -- go for it. Almost everyone
•A K 2
can benefit from having a trained
•A K J 8 6 2
*9 8 5 4
person listen to his or her concerns,
EAST
WEST
pains and problems. It is 'considered
4J 10 7 4
•Q 8 6 5
•J 10 8 5 3
•Q 9 6
•5
•Q 7 3
+Q 10 3
• J2
SOUTH
•A K 9 3 2
IP 7 4
•10 9 4
K 76
The bidding:
South
North East
West
1
Pass
1•
Pass
pre'
3•
Pass
2•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
3 IP
Pass
Opening lead — six of hearts.
France won the 1992 World Team
Olympiad. defeating the United
f!..
States in the 96-deal final. Today's
1" ?‘.
"
deal provided the French with one of
their more significant pickups in the
match.
When France's Alain Levy and
AWESOME.
NEEDS TO BE
Mouiel held the North-South
Nerve
WHAT 15 a?
SHORTENED.
cards, the bidding went as shown,
and West, Eric Rodwell, led a heart.
No doubt many declarers would have
taken the first heart and cashed the
A-K of diamonds without giving the
matter much thought. But when the
diamond queen failed to fall and the
club ace later proved to be offside,

I HAUEN'T SEEN 40LIR
KID5 IN A WHILE, ANDREA,
50 IT WAS HARD -TO GUESS.
WHAT SIZE FLOWER CHILCREN OUTFITS "TRE`i'D WEAR.

/ I 3UST BROUCTITT SOME
SAMPLES 50 WE CAN &ET
AN IDEA OF HOW THEN'D
LOOK ON

TodayInHistory

ContractBridge

Famous Hand

4\

Ill VC)
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they would have finished down at
least one, unable to reach the A-K of
spades in the closed hand.
However, this was the final of the
world championship, and Mouiel, as
would be expected, spotted the virtually sure way to make nine tricks.
After taking the first heart in dummy,
he led the diamond deuce to his ten.
This lost to West's queen, but the diamond nine was established as an
entry to the closed hand, and there
was no way the defenders could stop
South from scoring five diamonds,
two hearts and two spades for a total
of nine tricks.
At the other table,the U.S. NorthSouth pair of Michael Rosenberg and
Seymon Deutsch reached five diamonds. Rosenberg, North, won the
opening heart lead and played the AK of trumps. He then cashed his
other high heart and ruffed a heart in
dummy. Next came the A-K of
spades, declarer discarding two
clubs, followed by a spade ruff.
Rosenberg then exited with a diamond to West's queen.
Had West started with precisely a
3-3-3-4 pattern, he would have been
forced to return a club at this point,
allowing dummy's king to score the
game-going trick. As it was, though,
West was able to exit with his last
spade. Rosenberg had no choice but
to ruff and lead a club to the king,
and when West produced the ace, the
contract was down one, giving the
French a 12-IMP gain on the deal.

Tomorrow: A quest for information.
C2004 King Features Syndicate Inc

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Aug. 16. the
229th day of 2004. There are 137•
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago. on Aug. 16.
1954, Sports Illustrated was first
published by Time Incorporated.
On this date:
In 1777, American forces won
the Revolutionary War Battle of
Bennington, Vt.
In 1812, Detroit fell to British
and Ind* forces in the War of
1812.
In 1829. the original "Siamese
twins," Chang and Eng Bunker,
arrived in Boston ID be exhibited to
the Western world.
In 1858, a telegraphed message
from Britain's Queen Victoria to
President Buchanan was transmitted over the recently laid transAtlantic cable.
In 1861, President Lincoln prohibited the states of the Union from
trading with the seceding states of
the Confederacy.
In 1948, baseball legend Babe
Ruth died in New York at age 53.
In 1956, Adlai E. Stevenson was
nominated for president at the
. Democratic national convention in
Chicago.
In 1977, Elvis Presley died at
Graceland Mansion in Memphis..
Tenn., at age 42.
In 1987, 156 people were killed
when Northwest Airlines Flight 255
crashed while trying to take off
from Detroit.
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Time to plant fall vegetable garden
diseases that infects lower leaves, progressMany vegetable gardens have received
es upward and eventually wilts and dries
adequate, even
the entire plant. This year, at least in our
excessive, rainfall
garden. infection was more prevalent not
summer.
most of the
only on tomatoes but also limas and bush
It's certainly good to
beans due to favorable environmental conahave the precipit
ditions for disease development.
tion but one conseFungi can overwinter in ground trash so
quence of an abunreduce disease development next year by
dance of frequent
removing infected fruit, leaves and vines
rainfall is increased
the garden. This is true for all crops
from
along
wetness
foliage
Extension with increased
and helps but is not a cure-all since fungus
diseases are also air borne and can travel
Notes
humidity which is
quite a distance and infect healthy plants.
By Lloyd
conducive to disease
Inspect tomato roots for nematodes
ly
Weather
development.
when you pull plants up. If roots have
Most every garCalloway County
small nodules and distorted swelling it is a
Agriculture
dener who grows
Extension Agent tomatoes experiences sign that nematodes are present. These
microscopic worms infect plant roots causone or more fungus

ing stunting, yellowing and loss of productivity.
Rotate tomatoes to a different place if
possible. Plant a crop in a different family
where tomatoes were planted. Squash,
beans and corn, for example. Rotation is an
excellent practice if space is available. Row
crop farmers do this on a large scale to
reduce disease and insect problems and
also to build up soil organic matter.
As summer gardens peak and begin to
decline it's time to think about fall planting.
The following crops can be planted right
now for fall vegetables: beets, Bibb lettuce,
broccoli, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, collards, kale, leaf lettuce, mustard greens,
rutabagas, spinach and turnips. Plant
radishes in September. Of course weather
has a lot to do with productivity.

lime
lime until you take a test or apply
square
sparingly, about 50 pounds per 1000
nutrialkaline
too
or
acid
feet. If soil is too
affected.
tally
detrimen
be
can
uptake
ent
way
Soil sampling is the most accurate
requirer
fertilize
and
lime
ne
to determi
or next
ments. Whether for a fall garden
a
take
garden,
summer
or
year's spring
or 12 difsample by going randomly to 10
tableferent spots in the garden. Take a
each
at
depth
6"-8"
a
from
soil
of
spoon
need
You'll
bucket.
a
location and mix in
t an
represen
will
which
soil
of
pint
about a
a
in
Pour
garden.
average of soil in the
n
plastic bag and bring to the Extensio
We'll
office at 310 South Fourth in Murray.
report
a
get
you'll
$6
for
and
fill out a form
back in a week or so. Resample about
every three years.

If the fall is excessively warm some
plants may bolt or flower early. Last fall
our lettuce bolted but other crops did well.
Spinach lasted through winter into spring.
If a soil sample has not been taken,
apply 25 pounds of 5-10-10 or 6-12-12 per
1000 square feet. This is equivalent to two
and a half pounds per 100 square feet.
Instead of broadcasting fertilizer over
the entire garden some people only fertilize
the row. A 50 foot row with a two foot
width would also be 100 square feet and
require two and a half pounds of fertilizer.
For broccoli and cabbage transplants we
fertilize individual hills, mixing in a handful of fertilizer in the planting hole.
Soil acidity fluctuates so some gardens
need lime while others don't. If a soil sample is not taken either hold off applying

Shortages in
staff hurting
ag port
inspections

Photo provided

ment of Fish and Wildlife, received a
Ted Crowell. recently retired from the Kentucky Depart
ist from the Kentucky Department of
plague from Angela Caporelli, aquaculutre special
Aquaculture Task Force.
Agriculture, for his work at KDFW and on the state's

Crowell recognized for
work as Task Force member
ent of Fish and Wildlife Resources, has been a •
In 1998. House Joint Resolution 72 directed the cre- Departm
of the Aquaculture Task Force since its incep
member
the
ation of the Aquaculture Task Force and charged
Crowell received an master of science degree in
Task Force with developing a state aquaculture plan. tion.
from Murray State University and began his 30biology
r
The Task Force was directed to report to the Governo
time career with the department in May 1974.
full
year
pracand
policies
ural
and the Legislature the aquacult
from the department July 30, 2004, and celeretired
tices that result in proper management, use, and market- He
of retirement by attending an Aquaculture
day
his
brated
.
industry
ure
ing of thc commonwealth's aquacult
at the Kentucky State University
Meeting
The General Assembly recently reauthorized and Task Force
Center.
h
Researc
ture
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2006
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ture Task Force presented
Aquacul
the
of
s
Member
the
ding
s
surroun
activitie
the
continue to monitor
tion for his years of
apprecia
of
plaque
a
with
Crowell
time
implementation of the state plan, while at the same
i, aquaculture speCaporell
Angela
developing and updating the plan as the aquaculture dedicated service.
of Agriculture,
ent
Departm
y
Kentuck
the
with
cialist
industry grows and changes.
.
Crowell
to
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the
d
presente
y
Kentuck
the
of
Ted Crowell,- assistant director

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government is detecting fewer agricultural pests that could get across
the border in insect-infected foods
and should hire more inspectors, an
Agriculture Department official
said.
An official with the Homeland,
Security Department, which now
handles those duties, defended the
but
performance
agency's
acknowledged a shortfall of about
500 inspectors.
Inspectors intercepted prohibited material 32 percent less often in
the past three months of 2003 than
they did in the same period of
2002, said John Payne of the
Agriculture Department's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service.
The inspectors had 34 percent
fewer interceptions involving passenger baggage and 12 percent
fewer in cargo, said Payne, who
coordinates his department's work
with the Homeland Security
Department.

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo

an
A few weeks ago, Calloway County's Gene Spillm
the
visiting
While
received a surprise from his garden.
cantaloupe section of the garden at his home near Lynn
Grove, he discovered this odd-looking item in the patch,
that turns out to be twin melons, something that does not
occur all that often. Spillman's wife, Frances, said once
the melons were harvested, the next mystery was where
to separate them.

SEASON-END
EVENT

NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS

JOHN DEERE

for 12 months, $800 OFF MSRP on X485
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Deadline to enroll in soybean quality program nears
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Participating producers who
believe their crop will meet the minimum level of 35.5% protein can
deliver their beans to the Cairo
Bunge facility during harvest this
year. Beans delivered do not need
to be segregated, nor do they have
to be from the suggested list of varieties. Farmers can earn a premium
up to 6 cents for every bushel,
depending on the level of protein.
Farmers will be paid upon verification of protein and oil levels.
Farmers can enroll in SQR
online at www.ilsoy.org. The web
site also includes information on
program requirements.

TIM LEMONS
IRRIGATION SPECIALIST
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Lawn Sprinklers & Outdoor Lighting Since 1980

WE GIVE YOU '800 OFF
YOU PUT OFF PAYING FOR 1 YEAR:
700 OFF
MSRP on GX345

MSRP on GX255

CHECK OUT THESE OFFERS AND MORE AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

(270) 435-4776 • Murray, KY
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MURRAY HOME
KY • 753-2571

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®

Chestnut St. • Murray,

murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

S400 OFF
Enjoy No Interest,
No Payments for
• 12 months on a
20-hp garden
tractor with
power steering
and more

Power steering,
traction assist,
liquid cooling,
hydraulic lift .
and No Interest,
No Payments
for 1 year.
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